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1.0 SUMMARY
The use of insulating ceramic thermal barrier coatings on turbine airfoils in
aircraft gas turbine engines can reduce metal temperature as much as 170°C
(about 300°F). This reduction can be translated into engine performance
improvements of more than one percent reduction in specific fuel consumption
and/or factors of 2-3X improvement in component durability. The objective of
this program was to develop and verify the methodology necessary to improve
the resistance of ceramic thermal barrier coating systems to spallation during
aircraft gas turbine engine operation. The program focused on increasing
thermal barrier coating strain tolerance and thus life through innovative
improvementsin coatingchemistryand processing.
To evaluatecandidateapproaches,three iterativeseries of cyclic thermal
tests were conductedon 36 differentcandidatecomposition/process
combinations.Resultsof these laboratorytests led to selectionof two
candidateoptimizedcoatingsystemsfor experimentalengine evaluation.The
laboratorytest results are summarizedbelow and describedin detail in the
body of this report.Resultsof the engine test will be reportedin a separate
volume.
Task I - Screeningof ExperimentalCoatingsand Processes
The objectiveof this task was to screen 16 initialcomposition/process
combinationsand to selectfour combinationsfor subsequentoptimizationin
Task II. Two of these 16 initialcoatingswere "baseline"systemsrepresenting
the best "state of the art" in coatingdurabilityat the beginningof the
program. Selectionof an additional14 modified systemswas based on
structuralconceptswhich previouslyhad been shown to increasethe strain
toleranceof ceramiccoatings.Screeningcriteria includeda critical
evaluationof cyclic thermalspall resistanceusing triplicaterapid cycle*
laboratoryburner rig tests of each system,togetherwith extensive_re- and
post test structuralevaluationsusing light and scanningelectronmlcroscopy,
electronprobe, and x-ray diffraction.All of the coatingsevaluatedin this
and subsequenttasks were two layer systemsincorporatinga nominal0.25 mm
(O.OlOinch) layer of ceramicappliedover a nominal0.13 mm (0.005inch)
layer of NiCoCrAIY**bond coat. Ceramiccompositionswere based on zirconia
stabilizedwith varying levelsof magnesia and yttria,and includedvarious
second phase additions designed to promote more strain tolerant structures.
The primary ceramic deposition method was air plasmaspray; process variables
included deposition energy, ceramic residual stress (as controlled through
workpiece temperature) and various post-coat thermal stock treatments desiqned
to "segment" the ceramic structure. Electron beam (EB) vapor deposition, wfiich
previously had been shown to produce a highly strain tolerant ceramic
structure, also was evaluated. For this first task, all specimens coated with
° plasma sprayed ceramic had an air plasma sprayed bond coat. In all subsequent
tasks, plasma sprayed ceramics were applied over a low pressure chamber plasma
sprayed bond coat. All EB ceramics were applied over an EB deposited bond coat.
* = Cycleduration6 minutes:
4 minutesflameimmersionwith maximumspecimensurfacetemperature
controlledto ll07°C(2025°F)- 2 minutesforcedair cool
** = Ni - 2_Co - 18%Cr- 12%AI- 0.4%Y(weight percent)
Resultsof the Task I tests clearlydemonstratedthat partiallystabilized
zirconiacontainingsix weightpercentyttriawas the most durableof the
ceramiccompositionsevaluated.It alsowas demonstratedthat low workpiece
temperature,which minimizescompressiveresidualstressesin the ceramic,
providessubstantialbenefitsto cyclicthermaldurability.Processvariations
which produceenhancedceramicsegmentationwere shown to have significant
promise,and the previouslyobservedbenefitsof electronbeam vapor
depositionwere confirmed.Typicalcyclic lives of the most promisingTask I
candidateswere on the order of 4000 to more than 6000 cycles.The livesof
the baselinesystemswere on the order of 1500 to 2000 cycles.Based on these
. results,four processvariations,includingceramicplasmapowdersize and
morphology,high energyplasmadeposition,post-coatthermalshock of plasma
coatings,and electronbeam vapor depositionwere selectedfor optimizationin
Task II.
Task II - Coating/ProcessImprovement
The objectiveof this task was to optimizethe four composition/process
combinationsidentifiedin Task I. To accomplishthis objective,four
variationsof each of these four combinationswere evaluatedmicrostructurally
and by cyclic burnerrig testingas in Task I. Plasmacoatingswere made with
partiallystabilizedzirconiacontainingsix weight percentyttria,deposited
using workpiecetemperaturecontrol.Variousplasma powdersize distributions
and shapeswere investigatedwith "baseline"plasmadepositionparameters.
High energy processvariationsincludedreducedstandoff(plasmagun to
workpiecedistance),depositionwith a high energy plasmagun, and post coat
plasmasurfacetreatment.To promoteimprovedceramicsegmentation,various
post coat quenchingtreatmentswere investigatedusing bothwater and liquid
tin as quenchingmedia.Variouscompositionswere appliedby electronbeam -
physicalvapor deposition,includingmulliteand zirconiastabilizedwith
varyinglevelsof yttria and ceria.
Resultsof the burnerrig evaluationsindicatedthat the "baseline"plasma
spray coatingwas optimizedwith coarse (45%+325 mesh) sphericalceramic
powder.The averagecyclic life of this coatingwas 6647 cycles.Among the
varioushigh energydepositionprocessesevaluated,the best resultswere
obtainedwith standoffreducedto one third of the 7.6 cm (threeinch)
baselinedistancewhich providedan averagelife of 6843 cycles.None of the
quenchingvariants investigatedin this task worked as well as the liquidtin
quench from I079°C (1975°F)employedin the Task I evaluationwhich produced
an averagelife of 5425 cycles.Excellentcyclicthermalperformancewas
demonstratedfor electronbeam physicalvapor depositedzirconiastabilized
. with either six or 12 percentyttria.While some failuresoccurredat about
5500 cycles,most tests of this coatingwere discontinuedin the range of 6000
to 8000 cycleswithoutfailures.
" Based on these resultsthree plasma spray and one electronbeam vapor
depositedsix percentyttria zirconiaceramiccoatingswere selectedfor
cyclicoxidationand hot corrosionevaluationin Task III. All four of the
selectedcandidatesdemonstratedat least 3X rapid cycle thermalspall life
improvementrelativeto the averagebaselineperformancemeasuredin Task I.
TaskIII - CoatingDurability
The objectiveof thistaskwas to evaluatethe fourcandidateoptimized
coatingsidentifiedin TaskII usingcyclicoxidationand hot corrosion
conditionswhichmorerealisticallysimulatethoseencounteredin commercial
aircraftturbineengineoperation.The threecandidateplasmacoatingsall
werefabricatedwith coarsesphericalpowderandworkpiecetemperature
control.Plasmaprocessvariationsincludedthebaseline7.6cm (threeinch)
and 2.5cm (oneinch)standoffs,and postcoat liquidtin quenchingfrom
I079°C(1975°F).
" CyclicOxidationTesting
The objectiveof thistestwas to evaluatethe cyclicthermaldurabilityof
candidatecoatingsusingtestconditionswhichrealisticallysimulatethe
oxidizingconditlonsencounteredin commercialgas turbineengineflight
operations.As in TasksI and II, thesetestswere conductedin a cyclic
burnerrig.Primarydifferencesbetweenthesetestsand thoseconductedinthe
firsttwo taskswere theemploymentof a longercycletime (onehouras
opposedto sixminutes)to bettersimulateflightexposuretimes,and
continuousinternalcoolingof thetest specimensto simulatethe thermal
gradientacrossthe wallof an internallycooledturbineairfoil.The 60
minutetestcycleconsistedof 57 minutesimmersionin thecombustionflame
and threeminutesforcedair cooling.Testswere conductedwitha ceramic
surfacetemperatureof I148°C(2100°F)and a metalsubstratetemperatureof
982°C(1800°F).
Resultsof thesetestsindicatedthe quenchedceramiccoatingsystemto have
relativelypooroxidationresistance,with theperformanceof otherthree
coatingsLEB and plasmawith 2.5cm (oneinch)and 7.6 cm (threeinch)
standoffdistances]beingrelativelysimilar.Basedon an averagehot exposure
timeof about350hours,the performanceof theselatterthreecoatingswas
judgedequivalento over 15,000hoursof typicalcommercialflightservice.
CyclicHot CorrosionTesting
The objectiveof thistestingwas to evaluatethecyclicdurabilityof
candidatecoatingsin a hot corrosionenvironment.To accomplishthis
objective,burnerrig testswereconductedwith30.5 liters/hrSO2 (which
convertsto SO3 duringcombustion)and 20 ppm syntheticsea saltTASTM
D-I141-52)addedto theburnerprimaryair supply.The specimenswereexposed
to a ceramicsurfacetemperatureof 954°C(1750°F)and an innerdiametermetal
temperatureof 898°C(1650°F)for 57 minutesin a ductedrig,followedby
threeminutesof forcedair cooling.Resultsof thesetestsindicatedthatthe
plasmaspraycoatingsystemproducedwitha 2.5cm (oneinch)standoff
• performedsignificantlybetterthantheotherthreecoatingsystems,which
were groupedrelativelycloselyat about420 hoursto failure.Experiencewith
metallic coatin_ systems indicatesthatwith the levelsof saltand sulfur
utilizedfor thlstesting,metalliccoatingrig livesare lessthantypical
servicelivesby 2 to 5X. However,not enoughiscurrentlyknownaboutlife
predictionof ceramiccoatingperformancefrom laboratorydatato
quantitativelypredictairfoilcoatinglifefromthesedata.
iSelectionof Coatingsfor EngineEvaluation
Basedon resultsof the firstthreetasks,two of the fourcoating/process
systemsevaluatedin Task IIIwereselectedfor futureevaluationin a ground
basedexperimentalgas turbineengine.The plasmaspraycoatingmadewitha
2.5 cm (oneinch)standoffdistancewas selectedon thebasisof its
combinationof goodperformancein theTask Illcyclicoxidationand hot
corrosiontests.The quenchedcoatin_was not selectedbecauseof itspoor
performancein cyclicoxidationtestlng.Whileperformanceof the electron
beamphysicalvapordepositedcoatingwas generallyoutstandingin all tests
exceptfor cyclichot corrosion,thiscoatingwas not selectedbecause
reproducibleprocessmethodsfor applicationto complexgeometryturbine
componentshavenotyet beendemonstrated.The plasmaspraycoatingproduced
with a 7.6cm (threeinch)standoffdistancethuswas selectedas thesecond
" coatingsystemto be enginetested.Bothof thesesystemswillbe madewith
coarsesphericalpartiallystabilizedzirconiapowdercontainingsixweight
percentyttria,andwill be plasmasprayedon experimentalturbineblades
usingworkpiecetemperaturecontrol.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
The use of ceramic thermal barrier coatings on turbine airfoils in aircraft
engines is providing substantial improvements in operating economy through
reductions in fuel usage and maintenance requirements. Ceramic coatings
provide the same impact as major recent advances in engine materials such as
directional solidification and single crystal technology. For instance, the
capability of these insulating coatings to reduce turbine airfoil metal
temperatures by as much as I00 to 300°F can be translated into engine
performance improvements of more than a one percent reduction in specific fuel
consumption and/or a two to threefold improvement in component durability.
Additional benefits are derived from damping of airfoil thermal fatigue crack
inducing temperature gradients during engine operating transients.
Ceramic coating systems have been used for over 20 years to decrease the
severity of oxidation damage and improve the cracking resistance of combustors
and afterburners. However, it was not until the past decade that these
coatings were considered for use on turbine section airfoils, which operate in
a more severe thermal environment. In the mid 1970's, a series of successful
engine tests of ceramic coated turbine blades at NASA's Lewis Research Center
demonstrated that thermal barrier coating of turbine airfoils was feasible
(Reference I). This result led to an expanded effort at industrial and
Government laboratories to define the actual capabilities of then
state-of-the-art thermal barriers, their deficiencies, and methods for
improvement. Additional engine tests of coated turbine blades showed that
still greater ceramic spall resistance was required (References 2, 3), and
laboratory experiments uncovered susceptibility to thermal barrier degradation
from oxidation and hot corrosion effects (References 2, 4, 5, 6).
Nevertheless, some of these studies indicated that considerable improvements
in ceramic coating durability could be achieved (References 3, 7). In
particular, it was found that a considerable increase in zirconia spall
resistance was achieved when certain strain tolerant microstructures were
built into the deposited ceramic layer through process variations (References
3, 8, 9, I0, II).
Currently, combinations of oxidation, hot corrosion, stress induced spallation
and erosion in the operating environment are limiting the life of ceramic
coatings (References 2, 4, 5, 6). To improve the durability of these coatings,
there must be better adhesion of the coating system to the substrate and
improvedcohesionwithin the ceramiclayer. In addition,the abilityof the
ceramiclayer to accommodatestrainsresultingfrom thermaltransients,
temperaturegradientsthroughthe coating,and thermalexpansionmismatchmust
be improved.
The objectiveof this programwas to developand verify the methodology
necessaryto improve the resistanceof thermalbarriercoatingsystemsto
spallationduring aircraftgas turbineengineoperation.The programfocuses
on increasingthermalbarrier coatingstrain toleranceand thus life through
innovativeimprovementsin coatingchemistry,processing,processcontroland
throughproceduresother than plasma sprayingsuch as electronbeam vapor
depositionof ceramics.To accomplishthese objectives,a researchprogramwas
conductedconsistingof the followingthree tasks.
TaskI - Experimentalthermalbarriercoatingsystemsbasedon structural
conceptswhichhavebeenshownto increasethe straintolerance
of ceramiccoatingswere depositedon testspecimensand
subjectedto burnerrig screeningtests.Basedon the ranking
testsand posttestevaluation,fourcoating/processystems
were selectedfor furtherimprovementand evaluationin Task II.
TaskII - A systemimprovementstudywas conductedto optimizeeachof the
foursystemsselectedinTask I. Fourvariationsof eachof the
fourcoating/processcombinationswere identifiedfor further
burnerrig testing.Basedon theresultsof thesetests,four
coating/processystemswere selectedfor furtherimprovement
and evaluationinTask III.
Task Ill- The fourcoatingsselectedin Task IIwere subjectedto cyclic
oxidationexposureand to cyclichot corrosionexposure.Based
on resultsof thesetests,two coating/processystemswere
selectedfor engineevaluation.
Thisfinalreportdiscussesresultsof the threetasksdescribedabove.A
fourthtaskwill involveexperimentalengineevaluationof the two selected
systems.
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3.0 TASKI - COATING/PROCESSSCREENING
The objective of this task was to screen the cyclic thermal durability of
sixteen candidate thermal barrier coatinq systems and to select four of these
systems for compositional and process optimization in Task II. Screening was
accomplished by cyclic burner rig testing at ll07°C (2025°F) as described in
Appendix A. Substantial pre- and post test coating structural evaluatio_ was
performed to aid in interpreting the rig test results and in selectin_
approaches for Task II optimization. Results of this test and evaluatlon
program are described in the following sections.
3.1 CANDIDATESYSTEMS
The sixteen candidate coating systems selected for evaluation in this task are
" listed in Table 3-I. These are all two layer coatings,consistingof a 0.I0 to
0.15 mm (9_Q04to 0.006 inch) inner layer of oxidationresistant
NiCoCrAIY_J and an 0.20 to 0.30 mm (0.008to 0.012 inch) outer layer of
insulatingceramic.With the exceptionof system 16, all metallicand ceramic
coatingswere appliedby air plasma spray.Both layersof system 16 were
appliedby electron-beamphysicalvapor deposition.The compositionsand
processeslisted in Table 3-I were selectedon the basis of previously
availabledata indicatingthe potentialfor improvedstrain tolerance;that
is, increasedabilityto toleratethe cyclic thermaland mechanicalstrains
imposedon the ceramicduringoperationin a gas turbineengine (References3,
8, 9, II, 12).The specificmechanisms incorporatedin each of these systems
for strain toleranceimprovementare describedin the followingparagraphs.
All of the candidateceramics investigatedin this programwere based on
zirconia (Zr02),which exhibitsan unusualcombinationof low thermal
conductivity,relativelyhigh thermalexpansion,and good environmental
stability.Low conductivityis requiredto providethe thermal insulation
capabilityinherentto the thermalbarrierconcept.High ceramicthermal
expansionminimizesceramicstrainsresultingfrom large differencesbetween
the relativelyhigh expansionof typicalnickel and cobalt turbinealloysand
the typicallymuch smallerexpansionof ceramics.These differentialthermal
expanslonstrainsare consideredto be primarilyresponsiblefor spalling
encounteredwith earlier generationthermalbarriercoatings.Environmental
stabilityis needed to survive in the uniquelyhostilegas turbinecombustion
environment.
(*) Ni - 22 w%Co - 18 w%Cr - 12 w%A1 - 0.4 w%Y (Note that all compositions
in this report are listed in weight percent.)
TABLE 3-I
COATING SYSTEMSSELECTED FOR TASK I [VALUATION
Substrate
Ceramic Coating Temperature Post
Coating System Durln_ Coating
o Type Number Ceramic Layer Coatlng°C(°F) Processing
A Baseline 1 8 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Uncontrolled I079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
Baseline 2 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 Uncontrolled None
B SubstrateTemperature 3 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
ControlledPlasma 4 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
Spray Process 5 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 149 (300) None
C New Microcracked 6 85 w% (20 w% YSZ) 149 (300) I079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
Ceranlics + 15 w% A1203
7 85 w% (20 w% YSZ) 149 (300) I079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
+ 15 w% MgO
D High Energy Input 8 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) I0790C(19750F)/4hrs/H2
(2.5 cm; l inch 9 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) I079°C(19750F)/4hrs/H2
standoff)
E High Energy Input I0 21 w% M_O - ZrO2 149 (300) None
(Highenergy gun) II 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) I079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
F Post Plasma Spray 12 21 w% M90 - Zr02 149 (300) 221:C(430°F)Liquid Tin
Thermal Shock quench from I079°C
(1975°F)/Air
13 6 w_ Y203 - ZrO2 14g (300) 221°C(430°F)Liquid Tin
quench from lO79°C
(1975°F)/Air
14 20 w_ Y2G3 - ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C(430°F)Liquid Tin
quench from 1079°C
(I975°F)/Air
G F;icro-Porosity 15 20 w_ Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/Air
+ 15 w_ carbon
l{Hicro-Segmented IG 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 -- I079°C(1975°F)/4hrs/H2
(EB-PVD)
Notes:
Two layer systems;ceramic thickness0.20 to 0.30 n_ (0.008to 0.012 inch),Hetallic
layer thickness0.I0 to 0.15 n_ (0.004to 0.006 inch).Metallic layercomposition,Ni -
22 w% Co - 18 w_ Cr - 12 w_ AI - 0.4 w_ Y. All t.letallicand ceramiccoatings appliedby
air Plas_a spray except systen;16, both layersof which were appliedby Electric Beam-
Physical Vapor deposition (EB-PVD).Except as indicated,ceramic spray stand off (Plasma
spray gun to workpiecedistance)was 7.6 cm (3 inches).
w_ = weight percent
YSZ = yttria stabilizedzirconia
EB-PVD = Electron Bear,_-PhysicalVapor Deposition
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All of the zirconiacompositionslisted in Table 3-I containadditivesto
stabilizethe cubic crystal structure.Pure zirconia is subject to reversible
allotropicphase transformationsamong three differentcrystalpolymorphs
which are stable in differenttemperatureranges. Densitychangesassociated
with these transformations,particularlythe tetragonal-_Jlonoclinic
transformationwhich occurs at temperaturesin the gas turbineoperating
range, can lead to massive internalstrainsand consequentspallingof the
ceramiccoating.These allotropicphase transformationsare controlledby
alloy additionswhich tend to stabilizethe high temperaturecubic crystal
structureat lower temperatures(References13, 14, 15).
The variousceramic types listed in Table 3-I representdifferentapproaches
to enhanceceramicstrain toleranceand durability.A descriptionof the
generalconceptof microstructuralstrain toleranceenhancementis provided
below. Succeedingparagraphswill describeeach of the selectedsystems in
terms of these concepts.
Studiesof ceramiccoatingdegradationand failuremechanismsindicatethat
spallingresultsfrom propagationof cracks parallelto, or coincidentwith,
the ceramic/metalinterface(References16, 17, 18, 19, 20). The crack driving
forces are stressesgeneratedprimarilyby differentialtilermalexpansion
strainsbetween the ceramicand the metal. Becausemetals typicallyexpand
more than ceramics,ceramiccoatingstrainstend to be predominantlytensile
at elevatedtemperatures.One approachto increasedcoatingdurabilityis to
decreasethe crack drivingforce (stress).This can be accomplishedby
increasingceramictensilecompliancein the plane of the coating,thus
reducingthe magnitudeof crack tip stressfields developedby thermally
inducedceramictensilestrains.As illustratedin Figure3-I, tensile
compllance of a ceramiccan be increasedby carefulcontrolof cerarilic
microstructure.The ideal ceramicmicrostructure(Figure3-1a) consistsof
alignedceramiccolumns,each of which is stronglybonded to the metal
substratebut is structurallyindependentof adjacentcolumns.The in-plane
tensilecomplianceof this coating is essentiallyinfinite,so that crack
drivingstressesdevelopedby in-planetensiledisplacementsare virtually
zero. A less idealizedform of this complianceenhancementfeature is shown in
Figure3-1b. This structure is less desirablethan that shown in Figure 3a
because the larger segmentspermit higher thermalstress to developwithin
each segment.The extensivenetworkof extremely,fine, short cracks shown in
Figure 3-1c and the porosity shown in Figure 3-1d representother types of
structureswhich enhanceceramiccompliance.Carefulprocesscontrol is
required in fabricationof coatingswith these favorablestructuresto avoid
developmentof unfavorablefeaturessuch as cracks parallelto the plane of
the coating,which representbuilt-infailure initiationsites.The
applicationof these idealizedstrain tolerantfeatures in each of the
selectedTask I candidates is describedin more detail in the following
" paragraphs.
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a. CERAMICSEGMENTATION 220X b. SEGMENTATIONCRACKING 20OX
: -,;-;. , , -, -'.' , _o •
C. MICROCRACKING 200X d. POROSITY 2OOX
Figure 3-1 MicrostructuralFeatures which Enhance the Strain Tolerance of
CeramicCoatings
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Coating systems1 and 2 in Table 3-I representbaselinesystemsagainstwhich
the performanceof other experimentalsystemswas compared.Coatingsystem2
incorporatesa ceramiccompositionfor which substantialserviceexperience
exists as a combustorthermalbarriercoating.This compositionnaturally
develops internalmicrocrackingduring plasma deposition.The NASA developed6
to 8 w% Y203 - ZrO2 ceramic (systeml) was selectedas a second baseline
representativeof the state-of-the-art(Reference17).
The primarygoal of coatingsystems3, 4, and 5 was to demonstratethe
durabilitybenefitsof substratetemperaturecontrolwith ceramiccompositions
. which tend to exhibitdifferentstrain tolerantmicrostructuralfeatures.
Prior work (Reference8) had shown that the partiallystabilized6 w% Y203
- ZrOp composition(system3) naturallyfavors the formationof segmentation
crack_,while the fully stabilized20 w% Y203 - ZrO? composition(system
4) can be easily sprayedwith a relativelyhlgh porositylevel.System 5 was
includedto allow directassessmentof substratetemperaturecontrolbenefits
throughcomparisonwith system2.
Controlof substratetemperaturewas expectedto enhancecoatingdurabilityby
controllingresidual compressivestresses in the ceramiclayer.With the
exceptionof porosity,the microstructuralcomplianceenhancementfeatures
illustratedin Figure 3-I effectivelyreduce only tensilestresses.In
compression,compliancedecreasesas segmentationand microcracksclose,
leadingto high compressivestressesand attendantceramicspalling.To avoid
developmentof high compressivestresses,the temperatureof the metal
substrateis controlledduringcoatingapplicationso that minimalcompressive
ceramicresidual strainsare developedduring thermalcycling.There was
sufficientprior experiencewith, and confidencein, the benefitsof substrate
temperaturecontrol (Referencell) that it also was used in conjunctionwith
the balanceof the plasma spray systemsdescribedbelow.
Systems6 and 7 in Table 3-I representcompositionalmodificationsintendedto
enhancemicrocrackingin a fully stabilized(cubic)zirconia.The approach
involvesincorporationof an extremelyfine dispersionof second phaseswith
either higher (MgO) or lower (Al203)expansioncoefficientsthan ZrO2.
Differentialexpansionor contractionof the dispersoidswith respectto the
Zr02 matrixwas expectedto promotemicrocrackingof the matrix during
thermalcycling.
Systems8 through14 incorporateprocessvariationswhich were intendedto
promotesegmentationcracking in variouscompositions,either through
- increaseddepositionenergy (reducedstand-offor high energy spray gun) or
throughpost-coatthermalshock (quenching).Increaseddepositionenergy
promotessegmentationcracking in two ways. First, higher particleenergy
. (eitherthermalor kinetic)at the point of workpieceimpact increases
consolidation,resulting in a more dense ceramicmicrostructurethat is less
strain tolerantand more susceptibleto segmentationcracking.Secondly,the
higher energycontentof the transientthermalpulse createdby passageof the
high energy plasr,laflame over the workpiececreateshigher transientthermal
strainswhich promotethe formationof segmentationcracks in the more
susceptibledense and brittleceramicstructure.Quenchingprovidesan
alternativemeans to promotesegmentationcrackingby applicationof an
extremelylarge transientthermalstrain pulse to a previouslyappliedceramic.
I1
System 15 representsan attempt to producecontrolledporositythrough
incorporationof a fine dispersionof carbonwhich subsequentlyoxidizes to a
gaseousphase (CO/CO2) duringheat treatmentin air.
System 16 representsa fundamentallydifferentceramicdepositionprocess
which producesan extremelyfine, strain tolerantcolumnarstructuresuch as
that shown in Figure3-1a. Although the process technologyfor this coating is
in a relativelyearly stage and is not consideredready for coatingof turbine
components,this coatingwas includedto evaluatethe benefitswhich could be
achievedas the processtechnologymatures.
3.2 SPECIMENPREPARATIONAND CHARACTERIZATION
The specimenused for burnerrig evaluationof all candidatecoatings is
described in AppendixA. With the previouslynoted exceptionof coating system
16, all Task I metallicand ceramiccoatingswere appliedby plasma spray in
the Pratt & WhitneyAircraftManufacturingResearchand Development
Laboratory.Gun and specimenmanipulationswere mechanizedto provideuniform
and reproduciblecoatingthicknesscontrol.For Task I only, the metallic bond
coat consistedof a nominal0.03 mm (O.OOl inch) layer of air plasma sprayed
metallicappliedusing the parametersshown in Table 3-11C over a nominal0.13
mm (0.005 inch) layer of low pressurechambersprayedmetallicappliedusing
the parametersshown in Table 3-11D. Ceramic systems1 through9 and 12
through15 were appliedusing a PlasmadyneSG-IO0 gun operatingat the
parametersnoted in Table 3-11a. SystemslO and II were appliedusing an
Electro-Plasmahigh energy spray systemoperatingas indicatedin Table 3-11b.
Controlof substratetemperatureduring depositionof ceramicsystems3
through15 was accomplishedusing the apparatusillustratedin Figure 3-2,
which providesthe capabilityto internallycool the specimenduring coating
deposition.Specimenscoatedwith systems 12 through 14were quenched in a
221°C (430°F)liquid tin bath immediatelyfollowingheat treatmentat I079°C
(1975°F).The system 16 coatingwas depositedin the MaterialsEngineering
ResearchLaboratoryusing an Airco IOKW electro9beam g_n operatingin a
vacuum chamberat pressuresin the order of lO-" to lOTM Torr. Specimens
were rotatedabove the electronbeam pool to providea uniformapplicationof
vapor depositedcoating.All specimensexcept those coatedwith 21 w% MgO -
ZrO2 were heat treatedat I079°C (1975°F)for four hours. Heat treatmentwas
performedin hydrogen exceptfor the specimenscoatedwith 20 w% Y20R -
ZrO2 + carbon (system15) and the specimenswhich were quenched in liquid
tin immediatelyfollowingheat treatment(systems12 through14). These
coatingswere heat treated inair.
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ma. CERAMICCOATING BEINGAPPLIED
THERMOCOUPLE INS TALLA TIOfd
b. SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF APPARATUS
Figure 3-2 Apparatus Used to Ceramic Coat Burner Rig Test Specimens with
ControlledSubstrateTemperture
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TABLE 3-I I
DEPOSITIONSPARAMETERSFOR PLASMASPRAYCOATINGS
C) Metallic D) Metallic LP
A) Ceramic B) Ceramic Air Spray Chamber Spray
Systems I-9 Systems Overcoat, Undercoat,
and 12-15 I0 and II Systems 1-15 Systems 1-15
(PI asmadyne (Electroplasma (PI asmadyne (El ectroplasma
SG-IO0 Gun) High Energy Gun) SG-IO0Gun) High Energy Gun)
Gun Voltage 42 volts 55 volts 47 volts 58 volts
Gun Current 900 amps 1600 amps 600 amps 1500 amps
Gun Power 37.8 kw 88 kw 28.2 kw 87 kw
Standoff(l) 7.6 c 31.8 cm 7.6 cm 38.1 cm
(3 in.)_2) (12.5 in.) (3 in.) (15 in.)
(1)Distancebetweengun nozzle and specimensurface
(2)Exceptas noted in Table 3-I
Prior to burner rig testing,the tip of each test specimenwas removedfor
documentationof as-depositedcoatingstructure.Metallographyand x-ray
diffractionwere used to evaluateceramicmicrostructureand phase
distribution.All pre- and post-testx-ray diffractionmeasurementsin this
and subsequentTasks were made,fromthe ceramicsurfaceof in-situcoatings.
Resultsof these evaluationsare describedin the followingparagraphs.
Resultsof the pre-testx-ray diffractionphase analysisof the ceramic
coatingsurfaceare tabulatedin Table 3-111 togetherwith resultsobtainedon
the same coatingsafter burner rig exposure;these latterresultswill be
describedin a later section.
Inspectionof the pre-testresults indicatesthe 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2
compositionto be the most "fullystabilized"of the four compositions
evaluated,rangingfrom lO_k cubic in the vapor depositedform to less than 5%
monoclinicfor the various plasmasprayedcoatings.In the case of the
"enhancedmicrocracking"coatings(systems6 and 7), substantialfree alumina
was detectedin the alumina-containingcoating;free magnesia,on the other
- hand, was not found in the MgOcontaining 20 w%Y203 - ZrO2 ceramic. The
former resultwas expected,as AI_O3 exhibitsvir_uallyno solubilityin
ZrO2 at lower temperatures.The aBs6nceof free MgO in system 7 is puzzling,
. since MgOalso has low solubility in pure ZrO?. It may be that the presence
of yttria in solution alters the solubility oT ZrO2 for MgO.
Analysis of the 21 _ MgO- ZrO2 coating is, for the most part, more
consistent with expected behavior, with between 8% and 17% free MgObeing
found in the as-deposited coatings. With one exception, the cubic zirconia
phase appears to be highly stabilized, with only small amounts of monoclinic
and tetraqonal Zr02 being found. The exception is the quenched coating
(system 12) which _s the only 21 w%MgO- ZrO2 ceramic to be thermally
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TABLE 3-111
X-RAY DIFFRACTIONPHASE ANALYSIS OF CERAFIICSURFACE
VOLUME/PERCENTOF PHASE PRESENT(2)
Cubic TetragonaI MonocIinic Cubic Alpha Delta
Substrate _xpgsur_(1) Zr02 ZrO2 ZrO2 MgO A1203 A1203Coating Temperature Post ycles tor
System During Coating Post Test _ _ P-r-6Z-P-6-_FF'6z-I_6-__
Number Ceramic Layer Coatin9 °C (°F) Processin9 Specin_n Test Test Tes___t.tTes___tTest Test TestTest Test Test Test Test
I 8 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Uncontrolled 1079°C (1975°F)/ 1770 42 30 57 65 I 5
4 hrs/H2
2 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 Uncontrolled None 1690 83 40 - 45 17 15
3 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) I079°C (1975°F)/ 4820 40 27 55 71 5 2
4 hrs/H2
4 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 660 97 96 3 4
4 hrs/H2
5 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 149 (300) None 1480 83 35 5 - - 47 12 18
6 85 w% (20 w% YSZ) + 149 (300) I079°C(1975°F)/ 390 88 95 2 4 8 I 2
15 w% A1203 4 hrs/H2
7 85 w% (20 w% YSZ) + 149 (300) I079°C (1975°F)/ 190 98 92 2 5 3
15 w% MgO 4 hrs/H2
8 6 w% Y20_ ZrO2 149 (300) 107g°c (1975°F)/ 2470 35 12 60 87 5 1
(2.5 cm { I inch)gun 4 hrs/l[2
distance)
9 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) I079°C(1975°F)/ 350 96 95 4 5
(2.5 cm ( 1 inch)gun 4 hrs/H2
distance)
10 21 w% MgO * ZrO2 149 (300) None 1930 92 33 - - 60 8 7
(High energygun)
II 8 w% Y203 - Zr02 149 (300) I079°C(1975°F)/ 6110 lO0 23 - 75 2
(Highenergygun) 4 hrs/H2
12 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C (430°F)Liquid 1280 45 42 50 - 5 40 18
Tin Quench from
I079°C (1975°F)/Air
13 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C (430°F)Liquid 4820 35 33 60 67 5
Tin Quench from
I079°C (1975°F)/Air
14 20 w% Y203 * ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C (430°F)Liquid 1060 96 96 4 4
Tin Quench from
I079°C (1975°F)/Air
15 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) I079°C (1975°F)/ 620 96 96 4 4
+ carbon 4 hrs/Air
16 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 - I079°C (1975°F)/ 6200 100 100
4 hrs/ll2
(I) 1107°C(2025°F)/4Min., Forced Air Cooi/2 Min.
(2) Accuracy TolerancesGenerallyAre +5%
(3) YSZ = Yttria stabilizedzirconia
exposedat I079°C (1975°F)prior to testing.This coatingconsistsof
approximatelyequal amountsof cubic and tetragonalZrO2, with 5% monoclinic
and no free magnesia.The high percentageof tetragonalZrO2 may result from
equilibrationin a two-phasefield at I079°C (1975°F);the absenceof free
magnesia in the thermallyexposed system 12 coating is not understood.
With the exceptionof system II, resultsfor the "partiallystabilized"6 w%
and 8 w% Y20_ - ZrOp compositionsindicatebetween55 and 60% tetragon_l
phase after the I079°C (1975°F)thermalexposure,with betweenl and 5%
monoclinicand the balancecubic zirconia.The existenceof the system II
ceramicin the fully cubic form, even after heat treatment,is not understood.
Pre-testmetallographicexaminationrevealed a varietyof ceramic
microstructureshaving various strainrelief features,as shown in Figures 3-3
through3-18. RepresentativeTask I plasma spray bond coat microstructuresare
includedin Figure 3-3. Microstructuresof the bond coat on systems2 through
15 are identicalto those shown for system I in Figure3-3. Specificfeatures
identifiedin the variousceramic systemsare describedin the following
paragraphs.
Plasma sprayedcoatingswhich exhibitprominentsegmentationcracking include
system l (8 w% Y203 - Zr02 plasma sprayedwithout substratetemperature
control)shown in Figure 3-3a, and systems8 and 9 (6 and 20 w% YpO_ -
ZrO2 plasma sprayedat l inch gun-to-specimendistance)shown in Figures
3-10a and 3-11a.The higher than normal temperaturegeneratedin the absence
of substratetemperaturecontrolduring depositionof coatingsystem l
resulted in conditionswhich favoredthe formationof a moderate level of
segmentationcracking.A high level of segmentationcrackingwas promotedby
the high energy input employed in depositionof systems8 and 9. The
relativelycoarse segmentationcrackingof these plasma sprayedcoatings
contrastssharplywith the fine columnarmicrosegregationinherentto the
EB-PVD coating (system16, Figure 3-18a).
Coatingsexhibitingmoderate levelsof strain relief cracking includesystems
3_ 4, 13, and 14 [6 w% Y203 - Zr02, 149°C (300°F)substratecontrol;20
w% Y203 - ZrO2, 149°C (300°F)substratetemperaturecontrol;6 _
Yp03--ZrOR, liquid tin quenchedfrom I079°C (1975°F);and 20 w%
Y_O_ - ZrO_, liquid tin quenchedfrom I079°C (1975°F),respectively].
PBo_omicro_raphsof these coatingsare shown in Figure 3-5a, -6a, -15a, and
-16a. Small amountsof crackingwere observed in the as-deposited21 w% MgO2
- ZrO2 coatings (systems2, 5, lO, and 12, see Figures3-4a, -7a, -12a, and
-14a.] As shown in the correspondingphotomicrographs,the amount of
microcrackingfound in the 21 w% M_O - Zr02 coatings increasessubstantially
during cyclic thermalresponse.Whlle some of these 21 w% MgO - ZrO2
coatingsappear to have relativelyhigh levelsof porosity (seefor example
Figure 3-7a),this is believed to be an effect of the polishingprocess.The
21 w% MgO - ZrO2 coating is very difficultto polishwithout pullout.
Examinationof coatingsto which fugitiveand differentialexpansiondiluents
were added providesseveralinterestingobservations.While the A1203
additivein system 6 was not clearlyvisible in the light metallograph(Figure
3-8a),x-ray distributionmaps of this coatingclearlyshow the presenceof
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200X
a, PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE SEGMENTATION CRACK THROUGH
THE THICKNESS OF CERAMIC COATING.
= 200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE DOMINANT IN-PLANE CRACK NEAR
METAL/CERAMIC INTERFACE.
Figure 3-3 Microstructures of Task I Coatin_ system 1 [8 w% Y203 =
ZrO2 PTasma Sprayed with Uncontrolled Substrate Temperature]
before and after 1770 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposure at 1107%
(2025°F)
17
20OX
a. PRE-TESTLIGHTPHOTOMICROGRAPH.NOTE EXTENSIVEMICROCRACKINGWiTH
SAME TENDENCYFORTHEFORMATION OF INCIPIENTSEGMENTATIONCRACKS.
I
200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH, NOTE INCREASED MICROCRACKING
COMPAREDTO PRE-TESTSTRUCTURE.
Q
Figure 3-4 Microstructureof Task I Coating System 2 [21 w% MgO - ZrO2
Plasma Sprayed with UncontrolledSubstrate Temperature]before
and after 1690 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposureat ll07°C (2025°F)
]8
a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
1, Jl• _'I o==
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 1 50X
Figure 3-5 Microstructure of Task I Coating System 3 [6 w% Y203 -
. ZrO2 Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F) Substrate Temperature
Control] before and after 4820 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposure at
ll07°C (2025°F)
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200X
a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2OOX
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE THE INCREASED CERAMIC DENSITY
COMPARED TO PRE-TEST STRUCTURE.
Figure 3-6 Microstructure of Task I Coating System 4 [20 w% Y203 -
• ZrO2 Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F) Substrate Temperature
Control] before and after 660 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposure at
l]07oc (2025°F)
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200X
a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE EXTENSIVE MICROCRACKING WITH
SAME TENDENCY FOR FORMATION OF INCIPIENT SEGMENTATION CRACKING.
dlt_
200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE INCREASED MICBOCRACKING
COMPARED TO PRE-TEST STRUCTURE.
Figure 3-7 Microstructureof Task I Coating System 5 [21 w% _IgO- ZrO2
Plasma Sprayedwith 149°C (300°F)SubstrateTemperatureControl]
beforeand after 1480 Cyclesof BurnerRig Exposureat ll07°C
(2025°F)
2!
a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
150X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE INCREASED "STRUCTURAL
DEGRADATION" COMPARED TO PRE-TEST STRUCTURE.
Figure 3-8 rlicrostructureof Task I Coating System 6 [85 w% (20 w% Yp03
- ZrO2) + 15 w% AlpO3 Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300_F_
Substrate Temperature _ontrol] before and after 390 Cycles of
BurnerRig Exposureat ]107°C (2025°F)
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c. BACKSCATTERED ELECTRON IMAGE 1000X d. ALUMINUM X-RAY IMAGE 1000X
N
W
e. YTTRIUM X-RAY IMAGE 1000X f. ZIRCONIUM X-RAY IMAGE 1000X
Figure 3-8
(Continued)
Backscattered Electron Image Photograph and X-ray Image Photographs Showing
Pre-Test Elemental Distributions in Task I Coating System 6 [85 w% (20 w% Y203
Zr02) + 15 w% A1203]
a. PRE-TESTLIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
°, 1"-
200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE INCREASED "STRUCTURAL
DEGRADATION" COMPAREDTO PRE-TESTSTRUCTURE.
- Figure 3-9 Microstructureof Task I Coating System 7 [65 w% (20 w% Y203
- ZrO2) + 15 w% MgO Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F)
Substrate Temperature Control] before and after 190 Cycles of
- Burner Rig Exposureat l]07°C (2025°F)
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c. BACKSCATTERED ELECTRON IMAGE 1000X d. MAGNESIUM X-RAY IMAGE 1000X
e. YTTRIUM X-RAY IMAGE 1000X f. ZIRCONIUM X-RAY IMAGE 1000X
Figure 3-9
(Continued) Backscattered Electron Image Photograph and X-ray Image Photographs ShowingPre-Test Elementa 1 Distributions in Task I Coating System 7 [85 w% (20 w% Y203
Zr02) + 15 w% MgOJ
200X
a. PRE-TESTLIGHTPHOTOMICROGRAPH
2OOX
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
Figure 3-10 Hicrostructure of Task I Coating System 8 [6 w% Y203
ZrO2, l inch Gun-to-Specimen Distance, Plasma Sprayed with
" 149% (300°F) Substrate Temperature Control] before and after
2470 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposureat II07°C (2025°F)
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150X
a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE SIGNIFICANT CRACKING IN THE
PLANE OF THE COATING CAUSED BY HIGH ENERGY DEPOSITION.
150X
b. POST-TESTLIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH.NOTETHE ABSENCEOFSIGNIFICANT
SlNTERING,WHICH IS ATTRIBUTEDTO REDUCEDEXPOSURETIMECOMPAREDTO
SYSTEMS4, 14 and 15.
Figure 3-11 Microstructure of Task I Coating System 9 [20 w% Y203 -
Zr02), l inch Gun-to-Specimen Distance, Plasma Sprayed with
. 149_C (300°F) Substrate Temperature Control] before and after
350 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposureat ]107°C (2025°F)
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2OOX
a. PRE-TESTPHOTOMICROGRAPH.NOTEEXTENSIVEMICROCRACKINGo
t
15OX
bo POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE INCREASED MICROCRACKING
COMPARED TO PRE-TEST STRUCTURE o
Figure 3-12 Microstructureof Task I Coating System lO [20 w% _IgO- ZrO_,
• Plasma Sprayedwith High Energy Gun and 149°C (300°F)Substra]_e
TemperatureControl] before and after 1060 Cycles of Burner Rig
Exposureat ll07°C (2025°F)
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a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
20OX
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
Figure 3-13 Microstructure of Task I Coating System II [8 w% Y 0 -
ZrO2, Plasma Sprayed with Hi_gh Energy Gun and 149°C (_O_°F)
Sub_trate TemperatureControl] before and after 6110 Cycles of
Burner Rig Exposure at I]07°C (2025°F)
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200X
a. PRE-TESTLIGHTPHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTEEXTENSIVEMICROCRACKINGo
20OX
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE INCREASED MICROCRACKING
COMPARED TO PRE-TEST STRUCTURE.
Figure 3-14 Microstructureof Task I Coating System 12 [21 v_ MgO - Zr02,
Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F)Substrate TemperatureControl
and Liquid Tin Quenched from 1079°C (1975°F)]before and after
1280 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposureat ll07°C (2025°F)
3O
200X
a. PRE-TESTLIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
Figure 3-15 Microstructure of Task I Coating System 13 [6 w% Y203 -
ZrO2, Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F) Substrate Temperature
" Control and Liquid Tin Quenchedfrom 1079°C (1975°F)]before and
after 4820 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposureat ll07°C (2025°F)
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200X
a. PRE-TESTLIGHTPHOTOMICROGRAPH.NOTEINCREASEDMICROCRACKING
COMPAREDTO SYSTEM 4.
200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH. NOTE INCREASED DENSITY COMPARED
TO PRE-TEST STRUCTURE,
Figure 3-16 Microstructure of Task I Coating System 14 [20 w% Y203 -
ZrOp, Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F) Substrate Temperature
Control and Liquid Tin Quenchedfrom I079°C (1975°F)]before and
after 1060 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposureat ll07°C (2025°F)
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a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
Figure 3-17 Hicrostructure of Task I Coating System 15 [85 w% (20 w% Y203 -
ZrO2) + 15 w% Carbon, Plasma Sprayed with 149°C (300°F)
Substrate Temperature Control] before and after 620 Cycles of
Burner Rig Exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
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°c. 300X
d. lO00X
Figure3-17 BackscatteredElectronImagePhotographsShowingPre-TestTask I
(Continued) Coatin_ System 15 [85 w% (20 w% Y203 - ZrO2) + 15 w%
CarbonJ
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a. PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
411
'1
b. POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 20OX
Figure 3-18 Hicrostructureof Task I Coating System 16 [EB-PVD 20 w% Y203 -
" ZrO2] before and after 6200 Cycles of Burner Rig Exposure at
ll07°C (2025°F)
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free A1203 (Figure3-8d). These maps also suggestsome heterogeneityof Y
distributionin the coating (Figure3-8e). Similarexaminationof the MgO
doped Y203 stabilizedZr02 coating (Figure3-9d throughf) suggestsa
substantiallysmallercontentof free MgO than the amount of free AI203
seen in the AI?O3 doped ceramicof the same composition•There also
appearsto be _i_nificantamountsof MgO in solution in the Y203
stabilizedZrOp matrix. This observationis consistentwith tBe-previously
describedx-ra_ results (Table3-111),which suggestedthat Y203
significantlyalters the solubilityof ZrOp for MgO. Scanning-electron
micrographyof the carbon doped coating (FTgure3-17cand d) confirms the
presenceof significantamountsof porositycreatedpresumablyby conversion
of carbon to volatileoxides during pre-test thermalexposure in air.
3.3 TASK I BURNER RIG EVALUATION
To evaluatethe relativethermalspall resistanceof the candidatecoatings,
triplicatespecimenscoatedwith each of the systemslisted in Table 3-I were
cyclic burner rig tested at ll07°C (2025°F)maximum leadingedge temperature
as describedin AppendixA.
Failurewas definedas spallingof the ceramic layerover approximately50% of
the specimentest section,which constitutesabout the middle 2.5 cm (I inch)
of the hottestside of the bar. This failurecriterionrecognizesthat some
ceramic loss may occur without severe degradationof the protectivenature of
the ceramic. It should be noted that, once initiated,spallationfailure
propagatesrelativelyrapidly,so that the statedcoating life is not highly
sensitiveto end point definitions•A typicalfailedspecimen is shown in
Figure 3-19. Coatingswhich had not failed after 6000 cycles of exposurewere
removedfrom the test.
Resultsof the burner rig tests are listed in Table 3-iV and presented
graphicallyin Figure 3-20. Coatingswhich clearlyshow improvementcompared
to the baseline includesystems3, 8, II, 13, and 16. With the exceptionof
system 16, which has a unique structureproducedby the vapor deposition
process,the best performingcoatingswere all partiallystabilizedzirconia
containingeither 6 or 8 w% Y203..Performanceof the 21 w% MgO - Zr02
modificatlontended to be comparableto the baseline,regardlessof
processing.With the exceptionof the EB-PVD results,performanceof the 20 w%
Y203 "fullystabilized"Zr02 tended to be poor, regardlessof processing
or compositionalmodifications•
3.4 EVALUATIONOF TESTED SPECIMENS
To provideadditionalunderstandingof coatingbehavior,burner rig tested
• specimenswere evaluatedmetallographicallyand by x-ray diffraction•Exposed
specimenswere sectionedthroughthe hot zone for metallographicevaluation.
X ray diffractionpatternswere obtained from remnantceramic in the hot zone
area. Light micrographsof exposedceramicstructuresare included in Figures
3-3 through3-18. Post-testx-ray diffractionresultsare listedtogetherwith
pre-testresults in Table 3-111.
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a. 1X
b. 4X
Figure 3-19 Typical Ceramic Spallation Failure of 21 w% M90 - ZrO2 Coated
Specimen [149°C (300°F) Substrate Temperature Control, Tin
Quench, System 12] following 1280 Cycles of Test Exposure. Note
remnantceramic in spalledarea.
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TABLE 3-1V
TASK I CYCLIC THERMAL TEST RESULTS
Substrate
Coating Temperature Post
System During Coating Cycles to CeramicFailure
Number Ceramic Layer Coatin9 °C (°F) Processinq Bar I Bar 2 Bar 3 Avg.
l 8 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Uncontrol]ed 1079°C (1975°F)/ 1770 1820 2770 2120
4 hrs/H2
2 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 Uncontrolled None 1480 1500 1690 1557
3 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 1600(2) 4820 5830 5325(3)
4 hrs/H2
4 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 340 660 1590 863
4 hrs/H2
5 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 149 (300) None 700(2) 1480 1690 1585(3)
6 85 w% (20 w% YSZ) +(1) 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ lgO 390 620 400
15 w% AI203 4 hrs/H2
7 85 w% (20 w% YSZ) + 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 160 190 190 180
15 w% MgO 4 hrs/H2
8 6 w% Y20_ ZrO2 149 (300) I079°C (1975°F)/ 2430 2470 3510 2803
(2.5 cm { 3 inch) gun 4 hrs/H2
distance)
9 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 340 350 660 450
(2.5 cm ( I inch)gun 4 hrs/H2
distance}
tao lO 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 149 (300) None 1060 1060 1930 1350
oo (Highenergy gun)
II 8 w% Y203 - Zr02 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 6llO(_} 6llO 6llO 14orethan
(Highenergy gun) 4 hrs/H2 NF'-" NF NF 6llO
12 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C (430°F)Liquid 680 840(2) 1280 980(3)
Tin Quench from
1079°C (1975°F)/Air
13 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C (430°F)Liquid 1430(2) 4820 6030 5425(3)
Tin Quench from NF
1079°C (1975°F)/Air
14 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 221°C (430°F)Liquid 610 1020 1060 897
Tin Quench from
107g°c (1975°F)/Air
15 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 149 (300) 1079°C (1975°F)/ 610 620 1260 830
+ carbon 4 hrs/Air
16 20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 1079°C (1975°F)/ (4) 6200 6200 More than(3)
(EB-PVD) 4 hrs/H2 NF NF 6200 NF
(1) YSZ = Yttria stabilizedzirconia
(2) Metallicdefect failure
(3) Average of only two data points
(4) Burnerrig malfunction
(5) NF = No failure
6 MINUTECYCLE: (_ _ (_
4 MINUTES IN FLAME
2 MINUTES FORCEDAIR COOL
6000 --
I_) 6YSZ = 6 W/O Y203-Zr02
8YSZ = 8 W/O Y203-ZrO2
a 5000 -- 20 YSZ = 20 W/O Y203-ZrO 2
I-- MSZ = 21 W/O MgO-ZrO 2iii
,--I
n (_) TESTINGDISCONTINUED -- NO FAILURE
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I-- -- AVG --
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Figure3-20 ThermalCycleTest Exposureof ExperimentalThermalBarrierCoatingsat 1107°C(2025°F)
Visualand metallographicobservationindicatedthat the predominantceramic
failuremode involvedthe formationand propagationof a dominantcrack within
the ceramicparallelto the metal-ceramicinterface,as shown in Figure3-3b.
As shown in Figure 3-4b, cracking sometimesoccursat the interfacebetween
the ceramicand the oxide scale formed on the surfaceof the metalliccoating
layer;more often, however,a thin layer of remnantceramic is left adhering
to the metal after ceramicspallation.This layer is clearlyobservableon the
failed specimenshown in Figure 3-19.
The relativeperformanceof the variouscoatingsystemsmay, to some extent,
- be rationalizedby comparisonof the pre- and post-teststructuresand phase
distributions.All of the magnesia stabilizedceramiccoatings (systems2, 5,
lO, and 12), for example,exhibit a significantincreasein the extent of
• microcrackingas a result of cyclic thermalexposure (Figures3-4, 7, 12, and
14). Examinationof the pre- and post-testx_ray diffractionresultsfor these
coatingsystems (Table3-111} suggeststhat this increasedmicrocracking
resultsfrom a progressivede-stabilizationof the higher temperaturephases,
with an attendantincrease in the volumefractionof monoclinicphase (45 to
6_k) when measuredat room temperature.This phase is thoughtto undergoa
reversibletransformationto tetragonalduring each thermalcycle, which
resultsin the developmentof large internalstressescaused by the large
differencein densitybetweenthese two phases.These cyclicallyreversed
internalvolume changescause progressivelyincreasingamountsof internal
cracking,leadingeventuallyto destructionof coatingintegrity.
As opposed to the 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 compositiondiscussedabove, phase
distributionin the 20 w% YpOR - ZrOp compositionappearsto be quite
stableduring cyclic thermal_xposur_.As noted previously,this composition
depositsas virtuallyall cubic with only trace amounts (less than 5%) of
monoclinicphase, and shows essentiallyno change after testing.The only
significantchange seen is in system6, where the amount of free Al203
decreasedfrom 8% to I%. This result suggeststhere may be some solubilityof
1203 !n Zr02 at the II07°C (2025°F)exposuretemperature.^ . .
icroszructurally,undilutedplasma sprayed20 w% YpOR - Zrup syszems
and 14, which are identicalexcept for the enhanced-m_crocra_kingproducedby
quenchingof system 14, both exhibiteda substantialreductionof the amount
of strain tolerantfeaturespresentin the microstructureafter testing.This
increaseof post-testdensityindicatesthat sinteringof the ceramicmay be
occurringduring thermalexposure.This reductionof strain toleranceduring
exposureis thoughtto be responsiblefo_ the relativelypoor cyclic thermal
performanceof the _lasma deposited20 w% Y203 - Zr02 composition.The
carbon diluted20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 ceramic (system15) exhibitsa similar,
though less pronounced,aensificationafter exposure.The averageperformance
of this systemwas virtuallyidenticalto that of systems4 and 14 (Table
• 3-1V).
The high energy deposited20 w% Y203 - ZrO2 coating (system9) exhibited
significantcracking in the plane of the coating (Figure3-1la).Rapid
propagationof these in-planecracks is presumedto be responsiblefor the
poor perTormanceof this coating.This coatingdid not exhibitsinteringto
the same degree as systems4, 14, and 15. This reducedsinteringis attributed
to the loweraverageexposuretime of the system 9 specimens.
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Both of the 20% Y203 - ZrO2 coatingswhich were modified by the
inclusionof a second phase having a differentcoefficientof thermal
expansion (systems6 and 7) performedvery poorly in cyclicburner rig
testing.As opposedto the undilutedsystemsof the same compositiondiscussed
above, both of these systemsexhibitedmoderate to substantialincreasesof
microcrackingas a result of exposure.This presumablyis the result of the
cyclic differentialexpansionand contractionof the innoculantrelativeto
the ZrO2 matrix.This observationsuggeststhat these coatings progressively
self-destructin the same way as the 21 w% MgO - ZrO2 ceramicdiscussed
previously.
The partiallystabilizedzirconias(systemsl, 3, 8, IT, and 13) appear to be
relativelystableboth structurally(Figures3-3, 5, lO, 13, and 15) and with
• respectto conversionto monoclinicphase (Table3-111).The primary
structuralchange observedas a resultof cyclic thermalexposureof these
coatings is a slight increasein the percentageof the tetragonalphase. In
the case of the high energy gun coating (systemll),which depositsas 100%
cubic, this changewas substantial,with 75% conversionfrom cubic to
tetragonalafter testing.The poorestperformingof the five partially
stabilizedzirconiacoatingswas the baseline (systeml), which did not have
the benefitof residualstress (substratetemperature)controlduring
deposition.The best performingis systemII, which appears to have a slightly
higher level of porosityand less microcrackingthan the other three partially
stabilizedzirconia systemswhich were sprayedwith controlledresidual stress
rocessing.The relativelylower performanceof the high energy system8
sprayedfrom a l inch distance)is attributedto incipientin-planecracking
similarto thatwhich occurred in the companionsystem 9. Taken as a group,
the performanceof the partiallystabilizedzirconiacompositionsclearly is
superiorto the other two compositionsevaluated (exceptfor the EB-PVD
coatingdescribedbelow).
The structureand phase distributionobserved in the EB-PVD 20 w% Y203 -
ZrOp remainedessentiallyunchangedafter 6000 cycles of thermalexposure
(Figure3-18).This high levelof structuralstability,coupledwith the
extremelyhigh levelof strain toleranceinherentto the columnarPVD
structure,is presumedto be responsiblefor the excellentperformanceof this
coating•
3.5 SELECTIONOF TASK II CANDIDATES
Based on the clearly superiorperformancein the Task I burner rig
evaluations,plasma sprayed,partiallystabilizedzirconia (6 w% Y203 -
ZrOp) was selectedfor three of the four coatingsto be optimizedTn Task
II.-Specificplasma spray processesselectedfor optimizationwere the
• controlledsubstratetemperatureplasma spray process (system3), the high
energy input plasma spray process(systems8 and ll), and post coat thermal
shock (system13). The fourth system selectedwas the EB-PVDdeposition
process (system16),which also performedextremelywell in Task I. Effortsto
optimizeeach of these four coatingsystemsare describedin the following
section.
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4.0 TASKII - COATING/PROCESSIMPROVEMENTS
The objectivesof this task were to optimizeeach of the four coatingsystems
selectedin Task I and to evaluatethese systemsfor selectionof four Task
III candidates.Methodsof coating,testing,and evaluationwere identicalto
those employed in Task I (Section3.0).
4.1 SELECTIONOF APPROACHESTO SYSTEMOPTIMIZATION
For eachof the fourcoatingconceptsselectedinTask I,fourprocessor
chemistrymodificationswere identifiedto provideincreasedurabilityor
producibility.Theseapproachesare listedin Table4-I and aredescribedin
the followingparagraphs.
• Modificationsto system3 involvedevaluationof differentpowder particle
sizes and morphologiesand of post-coatsurfacefinishing.Three starting
ceramicpowder size/shapevariableswere utilizedto investigateeffectson
coatingstructure,life,and producibility.A fourth conditioninvestigated
the effectof media surfacefinishingon ceramicspallingresistance.This
lattervariablewas consideredimportantsince the surfaceroughnessof
conventionalplasma sprayedceramics(5.08-7.61_m/200-300_in AA) is greater
than that desiredfor the intendedturbineairfoilapplications.
The high energyplasma processmodificationswere based on Task I coating
systems8 (2.5cm/l in. gun distance)and II (highenergy gun), both of which
were shown to be capableof producinglong life straintolerantcoatings.To
permitdirect comparisonof results,all of these modificationswere performed
on one composition(6 w% Y203 - Zr02). Modifications8A and B were
includedto determinethe relationshipbetweenthe extentof segmentation(and
in-planecracking)and gun-to-specimendistance.The high energy spray process
(8C)was includedfor direct comparisonwith Task I system II results.
Modification8D involvedpost-coatprocessingwith the plasma torch to provide
segmentation/microcracking.
Modificationsof coatingsystem 13 includedvariationof the pre-heat
temperatureand substitutionof water quenchingfor liquidtin quenchingas a
potentialproductionsimplification.Two water quench pre-heattemperatures
(982°C,1800°Fand 1079°C,1975°F)were evaluated(system13A and B). Two
differenttin quenchingpre-heats(982°C,1800°Fand I079°C,20500F)also were
evaluatedwith systems13C and D.
Two of the modificationsof the 20 w% Y203 - Zr02 electronbeam vapor
depositedcoatingevaluatedin Task I includedvariationsof the Y203
stabilizercontent.Specificcompositionstestedwere 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2
and 12 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (system16B and C). Two alternateceramic
compositions(3A1203.2Si02and 23% CeO2 - ZrO2) alsowere evaluated
• (system16A and D). These compositionswere of interestbecauseof their wide
variationof chemicaland physicalpropertieswhich contributedto their
utilityas model systemsto aid in definingthe straintolerancepotentialof
micro-segmentedcoatings.
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TABLE4-I
TASK II COATING/PROCESSSYSTEMS(])
CeramicCoatin9Type CeramicLayer Modification
3 ControlledSubstrate 6 w% Y203 - 3A FinesphericalPowder(-325Mesh)
TemperaturePlasma ZrO2
SprayProcess 3B CoarseSphericalPowder(45%+ 325 Mesh)
3C Bimoda]DistributionAngularPowder
+200Mesh 10%-40%
-325Mesh65% max.
t
3D MediaSurfaceFinishingof 3C
B HighEnergyInput 6 w% Y203- BA 50 Volts800 Amps-2.5cm (l inch)Gun Distance
PlasmaSprayProcess ZrO2
(Distribution 8B 50 volts800 Amps-5.]cm (2 inch)Gun Distance
as inMod. 3C)
8C 50 Volts1500Amps-HighEnergyGun - 15.2- 33 cm
(6-13inch)Gun Distance
8D PlasmaSurfaceTreatment- PostCoating
13 PostPlasmaSpray 6 w% Y203- 13A WaterQuenchfrom982°C (]800°F)to RT
ThermalShock ZrO2
(Distribution ]3B WaterQuenchfrom 1079°C(1975°F)to RT
is inMod.3C)
13CTin Quenchfrom982°C (1800OF)to 221°C (430°F)
13DTin Quenchfrontll2]°C(2050°F)to 221°C (430°F)
16 MicroSegmented ElectronBeam 16A 3 Al203- 2SiO2 (Mullite)
PhysicalVapor
Deposited ]6B 6% Y203 - ZrO2
Ceramic
16C 12%Y203- ZrO2
16D 23% CeO2 - Zr02
(l) = MetallicCoatingLayerAppliedUsingLow PressureChamberSpraywithParametersGiven in
Table3-IID
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4.2 SPECIMENPREPARATIONAND CHARACTERIZATION
Except as noted in Table 4-I and in the following description, coating
deposition and processing conditions were not changed from those used in
coating Task I specimens. The metal bond coat under all plasma deposited
coatings was applied by low pressure chamber spray using the parameters
indicated in Table 3-11D. Substrate temperature control was used for all
plasma ceramic coated specimens. Coating system 3D was media finished to a
surfaceroughnessof 2.49_m (98 _in) AA. For comparison,surfaceroughness
measurementstaken on severalother Task II specimensare listedin Table
4-11. Post-coatingplasma surfacetreatmentof system8D was done immediately
after coatingby stoppingthe powderfeed to the plasma gun while continuing
specimenrotationand gun traverse.This procedureproducedvery high surface
temperaturesthat causedmeltingof the outer regionsof the coating,thus
• promotingadditionalsegmentationcracking.Despitethe use of substrate
temperaturecontrol,substratetemperaturesabove 427°C (800°F)were
experiencedduring applicationof coatingsystems8C and D. Electronbeam
depositionof 3 AI203 - 2SiO_was not successfuland evaluationof
system 16A thus was not contlnuedthroughthe balanceof Task II. All plasma
ceramiccoated specimenswere heat treatedin hydrogenat I079°C (1975°F)for
four hours prior to burnerrig testing.Subsequentto the hydrogenheat
treatment,coatingsystems13A-Dwere reheated in air to the temperature
indicatedin Table 4-I and were quenchedeither in room temperaturewater
(systems13A&B)or in 221°C (430°F)liquidtin (systems13C&D).The EB-PVD
coatings (systems16B,C, and D) were heat treatedin hydrogenat I079°C
(1975°F)for four hours after metalliccoatingand in air at 871°C (1600°F)
for four hours after ceramiccoating.
TABLE 4-11
TASK II PRE-TESTSURFACEROUGHNESSMEASUREMENTS
OF SELECTEDCOATINGS
Surface
Roughness
A.A.
CoatingModificationSystem _m (_in.)
3A 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Fine SphericalPowder (-325mesh) 3.50 138
3B 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 CoarseSphericalPowder (45%#325 mesh) 8.98 354
3C 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 BimodalDistributionAngularPowder 6.55 258
3D 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Media SurfaceFinishing(SeeMod. 3C) 2.49 98
16B 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 EB-PVD 2.28 90
16C 12 w% Y203 - ZrO2 EB-PVD 2.11 83
16D 23 w% Ce0203- ZrO2 EB-PVD 1.19 47
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As in Task I, coatingsproducedin this taskwere evaluatedmetallographically
and by x-ray diffractionprior to testing.X-ray diffractionresults are
presentedin Table 4-111. Photomicrographsof each coatingsystemare included
in Figures4-1through4-16.
Phase distributionsobserved in the 6 w% YpO_ - ZrO2 plasma sprayed
coatingsare more or less consistentwith _hSse measured in Task I. Relatively
small amountsof monoclinic (less than 8%) were found,with the predominant
phase being tetragonal.There was, however, substantialvariabilityof the
relativeamountsof tetragonaland cubic phases present in each coating,
dependingon specificconditions.Specimenswith exceptionallyhigh tetragonal
(and correspondinglylow cubic)phases includethe coatingproducedwith
coarse sphericalpowder (3B),and the coatingsquenchedfrom 982% (1800°F).
- The reason for this result in system 3B is not fully understood,but may be
relatedto the inherentlynonhomogeneousnatureof the spray-driedspherical
powder.The observationof low cubic content in coatings13A and C quenched
from 982°C (1800°F)is attributedto equilibrationof the tetragonalstructure
at 982°C (1800°F)just within the tetragonalplus cubic phase field shown on
the phase diagramof Stubicanet. al. (Reference15). The somewhathigher
cubic contentof coatings13B and D which were equilibratedand quenchedfrom
higher temperaturesis consistentwith this rationalization.The data also
suggeststhat the tetragonal-to-monoclinictransformationwas entirely
suppressedby the very high coolingrate tin quench appliedto coatings 13C
and D.
The phase distributionsobserved in the EB-PVD coatingsare somewhatpuzzling.
The 6 w_ Y203 - Zr02 coatingwas predominantlycubic,with a small
amount (5%)monoclinic in the as-depositedcondition.The higher (12%)
Yp03 coatingalso was predominantlycubic, but contained5% free Y20_.
Predominanceof the cubic phase in the EB-PVD 6 w% YpOR - ZrOp coa_iBg
might be attributedto preferentialenrichmentof th_ YpOR in-theEB-PVD
deposit,which would tend to stabilizethe cubic phase.-TSisenrichmentcould
result from the higher vapor pressureof Y203 as comparedto ZrO2, which
would tend to enrichyttrium in the vapor cloud. This observationis
consistentwith the observationof free Y203 in the nominal 12% Y203
ZrOp EB-PVDcoating. It is not, however,consistentwith the absenceif free
YpO_ in the 20w% Y203 - ZrOp coatingstudiedin Task I (Table
3=Ill).What is clear about _he EB depositedYpOR stabilizedzicroniasis
that they tend to deposit (and remain)virtuaITyvlO0%cubic, as opposed to the
Ce02 stabilizedZrO2, which depositedas I00% tetragonalphase.
Metallographicevaluationof the as-depositedcoatings indicateda range of
microstructuralstrain relief features,as shown in Figure 4-I through4-16.
Typical low pressurechambersprayedbond coat structuresare shown in Figures
• 4-1A and C. To aid in interpretationof the ceramicstructures,a qualitative
assessmentof the relativeamountsof variousstrainrelief features is listed
in Table 4-1V.
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TABLE4-III
TASK II X-RAY DIFFRACTIONPHASEANALYSISOFCOATINGSURFACE
VOLUHEPERCEETOFPHASEPRESENT(1}
Exposure Cubic Tetragonal Honocllnlc
Cycles ZrO2 ZrO2 ZrO2 YEO3
Coating For Post-
System Post-Coatln 9 Test Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Numbe.____r Ceramic La_er Processln 9 Specl_n Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test
3A E_JL¥203 - 2rO2 Fine Spher|cal IO79eC ||975"F}14 hrs./H 2 5250 40 62 60 35 O 3
Powder (-325 Hesh)
3B 6w_ Y203 - 2r02 Coarse Spherical 1079"C (lETS'F))4 hrs./H 2 6180 7 SS 85 42 8 3 -
Powder(4SZ +325 V_sh)
3C 6w%YzO3 - Zr0z Bimedal Distribution 1079"C (1975"F)/4 hrs./H 2 Z380 20 $8 73 40 7 2 -
Angular Powder
3D 6,_ YzO3 - ZrO2 Bimodal Distribution 1079"C (197S'F)/4 hrs./H 2 ZllO 22 60 73 38 S 2 -
Angular Powder-Hedla Surface Finishing
8A 6w%Y203 - 2rO2 Dimodal Distribution 1079"C (1975"F)/4 hrs./H 2 6180 30 EO 62 38 8 2 -
Angular Powder. Z.S cm (I Inch) Gun-To-SpeCimen
Distance
8B 6w_ YE03 - ZrOE Dimodal Distribution lO79"C (1975"F)/4 hrs./H E 6180 40 58 53 40 7 2 -
Angular Powder, 5.1 cm (2 Inch} Gun-To-Specimen
-r_ Distance
O_
8C 6wE YEO3- ZrO2 SImodal Distribution 1079"C (197S'F}/4 hrs./H z 200 40 58 SS 40 S 2 -
High Energy Gun
8D 6wEYzO3 - ZrO2 Blmodal Distribution 1079"C (197S*F)/4 hrs./H 2 2040 SS 6S 42 3Z 3 3 -
Post Coating Plasma Surface Treatment
13A 6w%YEO3- ZrO2 Blmodal Distribution 1079"C (I97S'F)/4 hrs./H g + Water Quench 3Z40 0 50 95 40 S Z
Angular Powder from 982"C (IDO0"F} to RoomTemp.
I3B Gw_YZ03 - ZrOg Bimdal Distribution 1079"C (197SeF}/4 hrs./H z . Water Quench lOSO 25 75 70 2Z S 3 -
Angular Powder from lO79"C (197S'F} to Room Temp.
13C GwZYzO3 - ZrO2 Bfmodal Distribution 1079°C (1975"F)/4 hrs./H 2 . Tin Quench 1050 10 60 90 38 O 2 - -
Angulsr Powder from 9DZ'C (IEOO'F| to 221% (430"FJ
13D 6wE Y203 - Zr02 Dlmodal Distribution 1079"C (1975"F)/4 hrs./H 2 . Tin Quench 2090 25 58 75 40 0 2 -
Angular Powder from 112PC (EOSO'F) to 221°C (430"F)
16B 6w%YzO3 - ZrO2 EB-PVD 1079"C(1975°F)/4 hrs./H 2 After Hetanlc 5770 95 100 O S -
Coating, 871% (1600"F)]4 hrs./Air After
Ceramic Coating
IEC 12w%Y203 - ZrO2 EB-PYD 1079°C(197S*F)/4 hrs./H 2 After Hetallic 5640 95 lOO O O S
Coating, 871°C (IDOO'F)]4 hrs./Air After
Ceramic Coatln 9
]6D 23wI Ce0Z - ZrOZ ED-PVD 1079°C(1975°F)/4 hrs./H2 After 14etalIlc 5070 O 70 100 30 O -
Coatln 9, DTl'C (1GOD'F)]4 hrs./AIr After
Ceramic Coating
|1)Accuracy tolerances are generally .._5[
'.
.'
./
.
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A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X 2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Fi gure 4-1 r1i crostructures observed in
Task I I coating system 3A
(p 1asma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02' fine (-325 mesh)
spheri ca 1 powder) before and
after 5250 cycles of burner rig
exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH 200X
:I • _ 0 -° ,_ :
, tn_"41_" -. o
'e ° " - 6" °_ • w.
G,q' _. _ .
._._ _.... . .i __,
D) PRE-TEST INTERFACE 500X
500X
E) POST--TEST, SHOWING OXIDE SCALE GROWTH AT INTERFACE
Figure 4-I Microstructures observed in Task II coating system 3A (plasma
(Continued) spray 6 w%Y203 -ZrO2, fine (-325 mesh) spherical powder)
showing details of metallic-ceramic interface before and after test
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A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
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B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
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C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
Figure 4-2 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 38
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-ZrOZ' coarse (45% + 325
mesh) spherical powder) before
and after 6180 cycles of burner
rig exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
U1
o
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-3 Mi crostructures observed in
Task II coating system 3C
(plasma spray 6 w% YZ 03
-Zr02' bimodal distributlon
angular powder) before and
after 6180 cycles of burner rig
exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
U1
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-4 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 3D
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02' media surface
finished) before and after 2110
cycles of burner rig exposure
at 1107°C (2025°F)
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150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-5 Mi crostructures observed in
Task II 'coating system 8A
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02' 1 inch gun-to-specimen
distance) before and after 6180
cycles of burner rig exposure
at 1107°C (2025°F)
<J1
W
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A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-6 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 8B
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02, 2 inch gun-to-specimen
distance) before and after 6180
cycles of burner rig exposure
at 1107°C (2025°F)
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-7 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 8C
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02) before and after 200
cycles of burner rig exposure
at 1107°C (2025°F)
150X
U1
U1 A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-8 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 80
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02) post-coating plasma
surface treatment) before and
after 2040 cycles of burner rig
exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-9 ~1icrostructures observed in
Task II coat ing system 13A
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02' water quench from
892°C (1800°F) to room
temperature) before and after
3240 cycles of burner rig
exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
----'~._--- -~----''-----'----'' .
Ul A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
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C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
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2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-10 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating syster.1 138
(plasma spray 6 w% Y2 03
-
Zr02' water quench frof,l
1079°C (1975°F) to roor.1
temperature) before and after
3240 cycles of burner rig
exposure at 1107°C (2025°F)
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-11 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 13C
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02' tin quench from 982°C
(1800°F) to 221°C (430°F)
before and after 1050 cycles
of burner rig exposure at
1107°C (2025°F)
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
• • •
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-12 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 130
(plasma spray 6 w% Y203
-Zr02' tin quench from
1121°C (2050°F) to 221°C
(430°F) before and after 2090
cycles of burner rig exposure
at 1107°C (2025°F)
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A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
B) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-13 Microstructures observed in
Task I I coating system 16B
(EB-PVD 6 w% Y203-Zr02)
before and after 5770 cycles
of burner rig exposure at
1l07°C (2025°F)
D) PRE-TEST INTERFACE 500X
• t
E) POST-TEST, SHOWING OXIDE SCALE GROWTH AT INTERFACE 500X
Figure 4-13 Flicrostructuresobserved in Task II coatingsystem 16B (EB-PVD6
(Continued) w%Y203-Zr02) showinoo detail of n_etallic ceramic interface
before and after test
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Figure 4-14 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 16C
(EB-PVD 12 w% Y203-Zr02)
before and after 5640 cycles
of burner rig exposure at
1l07°C (2025°F)
150X
A) PRE-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
150X
C) POST-TEST LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH
2000X
8) PRE-TEST SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPH
Figure 4-15 Microstructures observed in
Task II coating system 160
(EB-PVO 23 w% Ce02-Zr02)
before and after 5070 cycles
of burner rig exposure at
1107°C (2025°F)
150X
A) NORMAL COATING MICROSTRUCTURE B) GROWTH IRREGULARITY
150X
Figure 4-16 Pre-Test Microstructures of 23 w% Ce02-Zr02 EB-PVO Coating System
Modification 160 Exhibiting Normal ~1icrostructure (Left) and Growth Irregularity
(Right)
As expected,the threeEB-PVDcoatingswhichsurvivedprocessingpossesseda
veryhighlevelof micro-segmentationresultingfromthefinecolumnarnature
of theEB-PVDmicrostructure(Figures4-13 through16).A few growth
irregularitieswere observedincoatingsystem16D (EB-PVD23 w% CeO2 -
ZrOp)as shownin Figure4-16;basedon subsequentlydescribedburnerrig
tes_results,thesestructuralirregularitiesapparentlydid not significantly
degradetheperformanceof thiscoating.The plasmasprayedceramicapplied
with 2.5 and 5.1 cm (land 2 inch)gun-to-specimendistancespossessedhigh
andmoderatelyhighlevelsof segmentationshownin Figures4-5 and 4-6,
respectively,with thebalanceof the plasmacoatingshavinglow-to-moderate
. levelsof thisstrainrelieffeature(Figures4-I through4-4 and 4-8 through
4-12).
. Moderateto low levelsof micro-crackingwere observedin processvariation3A
(finesphericalpowder,Figure4-I)and in thefourquenchedstructures
(systems13A-D,Figures4-9 through4-12),with thebalanceof the plasma
sprayedcoatingshavinglowor verylow levelsof micro-cracking(Figures4-2
through4-8 and 4-13through4-16).Substantialquantitiesof porosityand
segmentation-cracking,observedincoating3B (coarsespherical,Figure4-2)
and 8A (2.5,one inch,gun distance,Figure4-5),respectively,may be
beneficialin preventingcatastrophicgrowthof themoderate-highlevelsof
in-planecrackingfoundin thesecoatings.
4.3 TASK II BURNERRIG EVALUATION
Triplicatespecimenscoatedwitheachof the systemslistedinTable4-I,
exceptsystem16A,were cyclicburnerrig testedat ll07°C(2025°F).Test
proceduresand failurecriteriawereas describedfor TaskI (Section3.3and
AppendixA). Resultsof thesetestsare presentedin Table4-V and Figure
4-17.Coatingsystems/modificationsidentifiedas providingsuperior
resistanceto cyclicthermalspa]lingincludeplasmasprayedceramicsmade
with coarsesphericalpowder{system3B),andwithhighenergyinput(system
8A). Promisingelectronbeamvapordepositedcoatingsincludeboth the6 w%
and 12w%Y203- ZrO2compositions(systems16B and C, respectively).
Commentsconcerning-thecorrelationbetweenstructuralobservationsand burner
rig performanceof eachcoatingare includedin thefollowingsection.
4.4 EVALUATIONOF TESTEDSPECIMENS
Post-testevaluationincludedx-raydiffractionandmetallographic
examination.Resultsof theseanalysesare includedwithcorresponding
_, pre-testresultsin Table4-111and in Figures4-1 through4-16.
As indicatedby thex-raydata inTable4-111,thereis a generaltrendtoward
.o decreasingtetragonaland increasingcubicphasein theexposedplasmasprayed
coatings.With theexceptionof system13B,thepercentagesof tetragonaland
cubicphasesappearto stabilizein therangeof 32 to 42 percentand 55 to 65
percent,respectively.The behaviorof system13B is not understood.There
alsois a generaltrendtowarddecreasingmonoclinicphaseexceptfor those
coatingswhichhad no monoclinicin theas-depositedcondition,in whichcases
smallincreasesoccur.All of the plasmasprayedcoatingsseemto stabilize
withmonoclinicpercentagesin therangeof twoto threepercent.
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TABLE4-IV
PRE-TESTTASK II THERMALBARRIERCOATING
MICROSTRUCTURALOBSERVATIONS
Segmentation or
Segmentation- Micro- In Plane
Coatin9 ModificationSystems Crackin9 Cracking Porosity Cracking
3A Fine SphericalPowder low-moderate low- low low
• (-325mesh) moderate
3B Coarse SphericalPowder very low low moderate- moderate°
(45%+ 325 mesh) high high
3C BimodalDistribution low-moderate moderate low --
AngularPowder
3D Media SurfaceFinishing low-moderate moderate low --
(See Mod. 3C)
8A 2.5 cm (l inch) Gun-to- high low low moderate
SpecimenDistance
8B 5.1 cm (2 inch) Gun-to- moderate- low low low
SpecimenDistance high
8C High EnergyGun moderate low low- --
moderate
8D Post-CoatingPlasma moderate moderate low- --
SurfaceTreatment moderate
13A Water Quench982°C low moderate low Iow-
(1800°F)to R.T. moderate
13B Water Quench I079°C low moderate low low-
(1975°F)to R.T. moderate
13C Tin Quench982°C low moderate low low
(1800°F)to 221°C (430°F)
13D Tin Quench ll21°C moderate moderate low moderate
(2050°F)to 221°C (430°F)
16B EB-PVD very high ......
6 w% Y203 - Zr02
16C EB-PVD very high ......
12 w% Y203 - ZrO2
16D EB-PVD very high ......
23 w% CeO2 - ZrO2
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TABLE4-V
TASK II CYCLIC THERMAL TEST RESULTS
Coating Post-Coating Cycles to l
System Ceramic Coating Failure
Number Ceramic Coatin9 Layer Processin_ Bar ! Bar 2 Bar 3 Avg.
3A 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Fine Spherical I079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 3910 4840 5250 4666
Powder (-325 Mesh)
3B 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Coarse Spherica! 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 6920 6840 6180NF 6647
Powder (45% + 325 Mesh)
3C 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 Bimodal Distrlbu- I079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 1540 1050 2380 1657
tionAngular Powder
3D 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeMod. 3C) I079°C (]975°F)/4hrs./H2 1670 1790 2110 1857
Media Surface Finished
8A 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeMod. 3C) 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 7830 6520 6180 6843
2.5 cm (I inc_)Gun-SpecimenDistance
8B 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeMod. 3C) 1079°C (Ig75°F)/4hrs./H2 5310 5450 6180 5646
5.1 cm (2 inch)Gun-to-SpecimenDistance
8C 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeMod. 3C) 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 200 200 200 200
High Energy Gun
8D 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeMod. 3C) 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 1740 600 2040 1460
Post Coating Plasma Surface Treatment
13A 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (See Mod. 3C) 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 + 3240 3240 1690 2723
WaterQuench From 982°C (IBOO°F)
to Room Temp.
i
13B 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeHod. 3C) I079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 + 2090 1050 930 1357
WaterQuench From 1079°C (1975°F)
to Room Temp.
13C 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (See Mod. 3C) 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 + 1050 2090 2990 2043
Tin Quench From 982°C (I_O0°F)to
221°C (430°F)
13D 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 (SeeMod. 3C) 1079°C (1975°F)/4hrs./H2 + 4800 2090 1400 2763
Tin Quench From ll2l°C (2050°F)to
221°C (430°F)
16B 6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 EB-PVD 871 °C (16OO°F)/4hrs./Air 5770 8330NF 6340NF 6813
16C 12 w% Y203 - ZrO2 EB-PVD 871 °C (1600°F)/4hrs./Air 5640 65gONF 7630NF 6620
16D 23 w% CeO2 - ZrO2 EB-PVD 871 °C (1600°F)/4hrs./Air 4940 5070 6460NF 5490
(I) NF: No Coating Failure - Testing Discontinued
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Figure4m17 ThermalCycle Test Exposureof Task II ExperimentalThermal BarrierCoating
Systems
150X
Figure 4-18 Post-test microstructure of 23 w% Ce02-Zr02 coating system modification 160
following 5070 cycles of test exposure, showlng failure of the ceramic
at the Zr02/A1203 interface
The trend toward decreasingtetragonalphase,stabilizingin the 32 to 42
percentrange, is differentfrom that seen for the same plasma sprayed6 w%
Y203- Zr02 ceramiccompositiontested in Task I,where the percentage
of tetragonalphase increasedto values between71 and 87 percentduring
exposure (Table3-III).This differenceis not understood.
As in Task I, behaviorof the EB coatingswas differentfrom the plasma
coatings.Both the Y203 stabilizedcompositionswere lO0 percentcubic
after exposure.The CeO2 stabilizedcomposition,which was lO0 percent
tetragonalas deposited,was convertedto 70 percentcubic after the test.
Evaluationof the post-testmicrostructuresindicatedceramicfailure
mechanismssimilarto those observed in Task I. As illustrated,for example,
in Figure 4-1C, the plasmacoatingstend to fail by propagationof cracks
paralleland adjacentto, but not co-incidentwith, the metal-ceramic
interface.Electronbeam coatings,on the other hand, appear to fail at the
interfacebetween the ceramicand the oxide scale formed on the surfaceof the
MCrAIY layer (Figure4-18). As shown in Figures4-1E and 4-13E, significant
oxide scale grows at the metal-ceramicinterfaceof both plasma and EB
depositedcoatingsduring cyclicelevated temperatureexposure.In the case of
the EB ceramic,failureresultingfrom thermalcyclingoccurs at the interface
betweenthe ceramicand the oxide scale. It is not clear whether this
interfacerepresentsa weak point in the coatingsystem or is the locationof
highestthermalstress generatedas a result of the thermalcycling.The
situationfor plasma ceramiccoatings is even lessclear. Cyclic failureof
this ceramicoccurs near, but not coincidentwith, the ceramic-oxidescale
interface.Whether the growthof the oxide scale influencesthe state of
stress in, and thus the failure life of, the ceramic is not understoodat
present.Additionalexperimentaleffort is clearlyrequired to separatethese
two effects.
Densificationwas observed in the plasma sprayedceramicshaving a high
initiallevelof porosity;the best example is coatingsystem 3B, coarse
sphericalpowder,shown in Figure 4-2. Relativelylittledensificationwas
observed in ceramiccoatingshaving lower pre-testlevelsof porositysuch as
coatingsystems8A and B (Figure4-5 and 4-6), or cyclic thermalrig tested
for short times,such as system 8C (Figure4-7).
Coatingsystem 3B, coarse sphericalpowder,was superiorto other system 3
coatings;this may be attributedto the strain-reliefderivedfrom the high
level of porosity in the ceramicas shown in Table 4-IV and Figure 4-2.
Coatingsystems3C and D appearedto be too dense and were deficient in
microcrackingand segmentationcrackingwhile 3A was less dense and exhibited
a moderate levelof strain-relieffeatures (Figures4-1, 4-4 and 4-5).
The best performinghigh energy input coatingwas system8A (2.5cm (l inch)
gun-to-specimendistance)which had a high concentrationof segmentation
crackingas indicatedin Table 4-1V and Figure 4-5. The 5.1 cm (2 inch)
gun-to-specimendistance,coatingsystem 8B, also performedwell with 5646
cycles to failure average.It exhibiteda moderate-highlevel of segmentation
crackingas shown in Table 4-1V and Figure 4-6. Althoughcoatingsystems8C
and D, high energy gun spray and post coatingplasma treatment,had moderate
7O
levelsof segmentationcracking(Table4-1Vand Figures4-7 and 4-8,
respectively),the specimensubstratesin eachsystemwere unavoidably
overheated(427°C(800°F))duringcoatingprocessing.Thisoverheatingis
thoughtto be responsiblefor relativelyearlyfailureof thosecoatingsin
cyclicthermaltesting.Figure4-7Cshowsa residualportionof post-tested
coatingsystem8C aftercompletespallationof the ceramiccoating.
Althoughthe thermal-shockcoatings(system13A-D)exhibitedmoderate-to-high
levelsof strain-reliefeatures(Table4-IVand Figures4-9 through4-12),
theoverallperformanceof thesecoatingswas lessthanexpected.As in the
casewith coating3C and D, thesesystem13 coatingswere all relatively
dense,whichis thoughtto havehad a negativeeffecton thecoatingtest
lives;a minimumlevelof porosityapparentlyis requiredto preventthe
catastrophicgrowthof in-planecracks.
The system16 coatings(EB-PVD6 w% Y20_- ZrO2, 12w% Y203-
ZrOp,and 23 w% CeOp- ZrOp)generally_xhibitedlongthermalcyclerig
tesZ liveswhichcofrelateBwellwith thestraintolerancedue to
micro-segmentationwhichis inherentin thesecoatings(Table4-1Vand Figures
4-13through4-16).
In summary,the performancesof the Task II coatingsystemsgenerallyare
consistentwith theamountandkindsof strain-relieffeaturesobservedin the
testspecimens(TableIV)with theexceptionof the system13 coatingswhich
exhibitedmoderate-to-highamountsof segmentation-cracking,microcracking,
and porosity,but performedrelativelypoorly.
4.5 SELECTIONOF COATINGSFOR TASK IllEVALUATION
The fourcoating/processystemslistedinTable4-VIwere selectedfor
evaluationin TaskIll.Thesecoatingsrepresentone selectionfromeachof
thefourgenericallydifferentprocessapproachesevaluatedin the firsttwo
tasks.Coatingsystems3B and 8Awere selectedon thebasisof theirexcellent
burnerrig testresultsinTask II.Whilethepostplasmaspraythermalshock
systemevaluatedin TaskII providedsomewhatdisappointingburnerrig
results,the goodperformanceof Task I coatingsystem13,whichwas processed
througha tinquenchfrom I079°Cto 221°C(1975°Fto 430°F),promptedthe
decisionto reevaluatethisprocessingconceptinTask Ill.In an effortto
combineprocessingbenefitswith thebenefitsprovidedby the coarsespherical
powderusedto produceTask II coating3B,thispowderwas chosenfor TaskIll
evaluationof thehighenergyinputspray(system8A) and postplasmaspray
• thermalshock(system13) processesinTask Ill.Selectionof theEB-PVD
appliedsystemas thefourthcoatingto be evaluatedwas basedon the
outstandingburnerrig performanceobservedinTasksI and II.The 6 w%
Y203- ZrO2 ceramicwas selectedfor the EB-PVDcoatingto eliminate
compositionas a variablein theTask IIIevaluation.
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TABLE4-VI
COATING/PROCESSSYSTEMSSELECTEDFOR TASKIII EVALUATION(1)
Coating
System
Number CeramicCoatingType CeramicLayer Modification
3 ControlledSubstrate 6 w% Y203 - CoarseSpherical
TemperaturePlasma ZrO2 Powder(45%+
" SprayProcess 325 Mesh)
8 HighEnergyInput 6 w% Y203- CoarseSpherical
PlasmaSprayProcess ZrO2 Powder(45%+ 325
Mesh)2.5 cm (l inch)
Gun-to-SpecimenDistance
13 PostPlasmaSpray 6 w% Y203- CoarseSpherical
ThermalShock ZrO2 Powder(45%+ 325
Mesh)Tin Quenchfrom
I079°C(1975°F)to 221°C
(430°F)
16 Micro-Segmented ElectronBeam 6 w% Y203- ZrO2
PhysicalVapor
DepositedCeramic
(1)= PlasmaDepositedCeramicBondCoatAppliedby Low PressureChamberSpray
Usingthe ParametersIdentifiedin Table3-IID.EB CeramicWas Deposited
overEB BondCoat.
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5.0 TASKIII - COATINGDURABILITY
The objective of this task was to evaluate each of the four coating systems
selected at the end of Task II using test conditions which more realistically
simulate gas turbine operating conditions, and to select the best two systems
for engine evaluation in Task IV.
5.1 SPECIMENPREPARATIONANDEVALUATION
Proceduresandequipment used to fabricatethe four ceramiccoatingsystems
evaluatedin this task (Table4-VI) were the same as those used to prepare
correspondingcoatings in Tasks I and II. The three plasma sprayedceramic
coatingswere appliedover low pressurechambersprayedmetalliccoatings.The
EB-PVD ceramicwas depositedover EB-PVDmetallic.As in prior tasks coatings
were examinedmetallographicallyand by X ray diffractionprior to and after
testing.
Resultsof pre- and post-testx-ray diffractionphase analyseson the Task III
coatingsare presentedin Table 5-I. As in prior tasks, the predominantphase
observedin as-depositedplasmasprayed6 w% Y203 - ZrO2 ceramicswas
tetragonal(Table5-I). The monocIiniccontentwas somewhathigher than seen
previously,particularlyin system 8. As observedpreviously,the electron
beam coatingwas deposited(and remained)virtuallyall cubic.
Pre- and post-testphotomicrographsof the four coatingsystemsevaluatedin
this task are shown in Figures5-I through5-4. The microstructureof coating
system 3 is similarto the correspondingTask II structure(system3B). As
shown in Figure 5-1, the system 3 structurecontainsmoderateamountsof
porosityand microcracking.Althoughnot shown in Figure 5-1, occasional
segmentationcrackingalso was observed in this coating.
Coatingsystems8 and 13 were processedto increasethe amountof strain
tolerantfeaturessuch as segmentationand microcracking.As shown in Figure
5-2, this goal was achieved in the system 8 ceramic,which has a high
concentrationof segmentationcrackingcoupled with a moderateto high amount
of heterogeneouslydistributed,relativelycoarseporosity.However,the
structurealso containsrelativelyhigh amountsof less desirablein-plane
cracking,indicatingthe need for very close processcontrol in the
fabricationof this coating.Despitethe quenchingappliedto coating system
13, the structureof this coating {Figure5-3) is virtuallyindistinguishable
from that of system 3.
As observedpreviously,the structureof the EB-PVD coating,system 16 (Figure
5-4), consistsof extremelyfine segments (columns)alignedperpendicularto
the plane of the coating.
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TABLE 5-I
TASK III X-RAY DIFFRACTIONPHASEANALYSISOF CERAMICCOATINGSURFACE
ONCYCLIC OXIDATIONRIG TEST SPECIMENS
Exposure Volume Percent Phase Present
Time (hr) Cubic Tetragonal Monoclinic
Coating for Post- ZrO2 ZrO2 Zr02
System Test Pre- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Number Ceramic Coating Specimens Test Test Test Test Test Test
3 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-Zr02 604 20 25 75 70 8 5
Coarse Powder C45%+ 325 Mes_)
8 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-ZrO2 459 15 12 70 75 15 13
Coarse Powder (45% + 325 Mesh),
2.5 cm (I inch) Gun-to-Specimen
Distance
13 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-ZrO2 427 28 28 65 67 7 5
Coarse Powder, Tin Quench From
1079°C (1975°F) to 221°C (430°F)
16 Electron BeamPhysical Vapor 645 99(I)(2) ....
Deposited 6 w%Y203-ZrO2
(1)Remainder I% cubic Y203
(2)Pattern could not be analyzed quantitatively - appeared to contain both
cubic and tetragonal
(A) PRE-TEST CONDITION 200X
•
(8) CYCLIC OXIDATION RIG TESTED 200X (C) CYCLIC HOT CORROSION RIG TESTED 200X
Figure 5-1 Light photomicro9raph of Task III coatin~ systelll 3 (6 w% Y203-Zr02, baseline
system): (a) before test; (b) after 604 hours (cycles) in cyclic oxidation rig
test at 1149°C (2100°F) ceramic and 962°C (1800°F) substrate telilperature; (c)
after 432 cycles/hours in cyclic hot corrosion rig test at 954°C 1750°F) ceralllic
surface temperature and 899°C (1650°F) substrate terolperature.
(0) 500X
Figure 5-1 Light photomicrograph of Task III coating system 3 (6 w% Y203-Zr02' baseline
(Continued) system) showing oxide scale observed on bond coat surface of CYCllC oxidation rig
tested specimen.
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(B) CYCLIC OXIDATION RIG TESTED 200X (C) CYCLIC HOT CORROSION RIG TESTED 200X
Figure 5-2 Light photomicrographic of Task III coating system 8 (6 wI Y203-Zr02, one
inch gun-to-specimen distance): (a) before test; (b) after 459 hours (cycles) in
cyclic oxidation rig test at l149°C (2l00°F) ceramic surface temperature and 982°C
(l800°F) metal substrate temperature; (c) after 575 hours (cycles) in cyclic hot
corrosion rig test at 954°C (1750°F) ceramic surface temperature and 899°C
(1650°F) metal substrate temperature.
500X
Figure 5-2 Light photomicrographic of Task III coating system 8 (6 w% Y203-Zr02, one
(Continued) inch gun-to-specimen distance) showing oxide scale observed on bond coat surface
of cyclic oxidation rig tested specimen.
(A) PRE-TEST CONDITION 200X
200X
Figure 5-3
(B) CYCLIC OXIDATION RIG TESTED 200X (C) CYCLIC HOT CORROSION RIG TESTED
Light photomicroyraphs of Task III coating system 13 (6 w% Y203-Zr02, lic;uid
tin quenched from 1975°F): (a) before test; (b) after 427 hours (cycles) in cyclic
oxidation rig test at 1149°C (2100°F) ceramic surface temperature and 982°C
(1800°F) metal substrate temperature; (c) after 453 hours (cycles) in cyclic hot
corrosion rig test at 954°C (1750°F) ceramic surface temperature and 899°C
(1650°F) metal substrate temperature.
00
C)
(0) 500X
Figure 5-3 Light photomicrographs of Task III coating system 13 (6 w% Y203-Zr02, liquid
(Continued) tin quenched from 1975°F) showing oxide scale observed on bond coat surface of
cyclic oxidation rig tested specimen.
(A) PRE-TEST CONDITION 200X
00
•
(B) CYCLIC OXIDATION RIG TESTED 200X (C) CYCLIC HOT CORROSION RIG TESTED 200X
Figure 5-4 Light photomicrographs of Task III coating system 16 (EB-PVD 6 w% Y203-
Zr02): (a) before test; (b) after 645 hours (cycles) in cyclic oxidation ng
test at 1149°C (2100°F) ceramic surface temperature and 982°C (1800°F) metal
substrate temperature; (c) after 444 hours (cycles) in cyclic hot corrosion rig
test at 954°C (1750°F) ceramic surface temperature and 899°C (1650°F) metal
substrate temperature.
.,
(0)
Figure 5-4 Light photomicrographs of Task III coating system 16 (EB-PVD 6 w%
(Continued) Y203-Zr02) showing oxide scale observed on bond coat surface of cyclic
oxidation rig tested specimen. (Note gap between MCrA1Y oxide and debonded
ceramic.)
5.2 CYCLIC OXIDATIONRIG TESTINGANDEVALUATION
The objective of this testing was to evaluate the cyclic thermal durability of
candidate coatings in an environment which more realistically simulates gas
turbine engine operating conditions. As in Tasks I and II, tests were
conducted in a jet-A fueled burner rig. Key differences between previous tests
and the Task III tests were internal cooling of the Task III specimens, which
provided a thermal gradient across the ceramic, and the use of a one hour
cycle as opposed to the prior six minute cycle. Tests in this task were
conducted with a ceramic surface temperature of I149°C (2100°F) and a
. substrate temperature of 982°C (1800°F). Each cycle consisted of 57 minutes
exposure to the combustion flame, followed by three minutes of compressed air
cooling. Details of the test equipment and procedures are provided in Appendix
B.
Results of the cyclic oxidation tests conducted on the four Task III coating
systems are presented in Table 5-11 and Figure 5-5. Because of the differences
in test conditions, it is difficult to compare these results with those from
prior tasks. Whencompared on the basis of test time, however, the results for
systems 3 and 8 appear to be consistent with those for the corresponding
systems 3B and 8A tested in Task II. Based on measured transients, the
respective hot time in the Task II and III tests are approximately three
minutes and 56 minutes per cycle. Based on these times, total respective
average hot times for Task II system 3B and Task III system 3 are
approximately 344 and 342 hours. Corresponding respective hot times for Task
II system 8A and Task III system 8 are approximately 342 and 396 hours,
indicating similar performance of the corresponding Task II and III coating
based on total hot exposure time to failure. This observation suggests that
thermal exposure (time at temperature) plays a significant role in thermal
barrier coating degradation and failure. The relative importance of this
factor in relation to cyclic thermal stress effects is not well understood at
the present time. For typical aircraft engine applications, these hot times
represent about 15,000 hours of engine operation with a typical block time of
1.5 hours.
As expected based on superior performance in Tasks I and II, the best coating
in the oxidation test was the system applied by EB-PVD. Both systems 3 and 8
had performances which were only slightly lower than the EB coating, with the
poorest performance coating being the quenched ceramic (system 13). The poor
performance of this coating as compared to system 3, which had a similar
structure (compare Figures 5-I and 5-3) is not understood.
' Post test metallographic and x-ray evaluation indicated very little change of
structure or ceramic surface phase distribution after exposure. As illustrated
in Figures 5-1B, 5-2B, 5-3B and 5-4B, the ceramic failure mode in the cyclic
" oxidation test was essentially the same as that observed in the Task I and II
rapid cycle tests. The plasma coatings failed by cracking in the ceramic
adjacent to the ceramic-metal interface (Figure 5-1B, 5-2B and 5-3B), while
the EB coating appeared to fail at the interface between the ceramic and the
oxide scale formed on the MCrAIY layer (Figure 5-4B). The post test ceramic
structures seen in Figures 5-I through 5-4 are not significantly different
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TABLE 5-11
TASK III CYCLIC OXIDATIONRIG TEST RESULTS
(I149°C; 2100°F Ceramic, 982°C; 1800°F metal substrate/57 Fin.
+ forced air cooi/3 min.)
Coating
System Number of Hours to Failure
Number Ceramic Coating Bar ! Bar 2 Bar 3 Bar 4 Avg.
3 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-Zro 2 147 344 367 604 366
Coarse Powder (45%+ 325 Mesh)
8 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-Zr02 272 381 459 584 424Coarse Spherical Powder (45% + 325
Mesh), 2.5 cm (l inch) Gun-to-
Specimen Distance
13 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-ZrO2 79 175 417 427 274
Coarse Spherical Powder (45% +
325 Mesh), Tin Quench from I079°C
1975°F) to 221°C (430°F)
16 Electron BeamPhysical Vapor 272 645 523 584 506
Deposited 6 w%Y203-Zr02
-- MAXIMUM
GO0 -
Figure 5-5 Task III Cyclic OxidationRig Test Results
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from the correspondingpre-teststructuresshown in the same figures,
indicating,at least for this test, ceramicsinteringis not a significant
factor in coatingdegradation.Exceptfor the EB coating (system76), post
test x-ray diffractionresultsare, within the range of experimentalerror,
virtuallyidenticalto pre-testresults (Table5-I). The x-ray diffraction
patternfor the electronbeam depositedcoatingappearedto containboth cubic
and tetragonaIpeaks,but could not be analyzedquantitatively.These results
suggest that,as opposed to the rapid cycle test where significantstructural
and phase changeswere seen, the ceramicremainsrelatively"inert"during the
cyclic oxidationexposure.Two factorsmay contributeto this differenceof
behavior.First,while the surfacetemperatureis higher,the averageceramic
temperatureis lower in the cyclic oxidationthan in the rapid cycle test.
Second,the number of strain cyclesexperiencedin the oxidationtest is
smallerby at least an order of magnitude.This may contributeto reduced
transformationin a systemwhich is known to be susceptibleto strain induced
phase transformation.Despitethe lower metal temperature(comparedwith Task
I and Task II rapid cycle tests),significantMCrAIY surfaceoxidationwas
observedunder the ceramiclayer (seeFigures5-1D, 5-2D, 5-3D, and 5-4D). As
indicatedpreviously,the relative importanceof this oxide scale growth,and
of other possible thermalexposureeffects (suchas sinteringor phase
changes)versus stress inducedby thermalcyclingas causalfactors in ceramic
coatingfailure is not well understoodat the presenttime.
5.3 CYCLIC HOT CORROSIONRIG TESTINGAND EVALUATION
The objectiveof this testingwas to evaluatethe cyclic durabilityof
candidatecoatings in an environmentwhich simulatestypicalaircraftgas
turbinehot corrosionconditions.To accomplishthis objective,burner rig
tests were conductedwith 30.5 liters/hrS02 (whichconvertsto SO3 during
combustion)and 20 ppm syntheticsea salt (ASTM D-If41-52)added to the burner
primaryair supply.Initialtrialswere conductedat a ceramic surface
temperatureof 982°C (1800°F);however;detailedanalysisof the specimen
surfaceindicatedno salt depositionwas occurring.To achievesalt
deposition,the ceramicsurfacetemperaturewas reduced.The specimenswere
exposedto a ceramicsurfacetemperatureof 954°C (1750°F)and an inner
diametermetal temperatureof 899°C (1650°F)for 57 minutes in a ducted rig,
followedby three minute coolingwith a blast of compressedair at ambient
pressure.Detailsof the test methodsare provided in AppendixC.
Resultsof the cyclic hot corrosiontests are presentedin Table 5-Ill and
Figure 5-6. With the exceptionof coatingsystem 8 (2.56cm (l inch)
, gun-to-specimendistance),these resultsare groupedcloselyat about 425
hours. Experiencewith metalliccoatingsystemsindicatesthat with the levels
of salt and sulfurutilizedfor this testing,metalliccoatingrig lives are
. less than typicalservicelives by factors in the range of 2 to 5X. However,
not enough is currentlyknown about life predictionof ceramiccoating
performancefrom laboratorydata to quantitativelypredictairfoilcoating
lifefrom these data.
Post test photomicrographs(Figures5-I through5-4) show some change in the
ceramicfailuremode under hot corrosionconditions.While the predominant
failuremode continuesto involvecrackingof the ceramicjust above the
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TABLE5-111
TASK III CYCLIC HOTCORROSIONRIG TEST RESULTS
(954°F; 1750°F Ceramic, 899°C; 1650°F Metal Substrate/57 min. +
Forced Air Cooi/3 min.)
Number of Hours/Cycles
Coating Accumulated
System (1)
Number Ceramic Coating Bar 1 Bar 2 Bar 3 Bar 4 Avg.
3 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-Zr02 162-R 316-F 432-F 514-R >421
Coarse Spherical Powder (45% +
325 Mesh)
8 Plasma Sprayed 6 w%Y203-Zr02 162-R 510-F 575-F 732-F 606
_ CoarseSphericalPowder (45%+ 325
Mesh), 2.5 cm (l inch)Gun-to-
SpecimenDistance
13 PlasmaSprayed6 w% Y203-ZrO2 162-R 359-F 453-F 473-F 428
CoarseSphericalPowder,Tin Quench
From I079°C (1975°F)to 221°C (430°F)
16 ElectronBeam PhysicalVapor 162-R 72-F 444-F 789-F** 435
Deposited6 w% Y203-ZrO2
R - No failure/specimen removed from test for evaluation
F - Specimen removed from test due to spallation failure of ceramic coating.
F** - Removedfrom test due to corrosion of the specimen originating at the uncoated tip.
(I) - Removedat 162 hours for destructive examination - not included in average.
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Figure 5-6 Task III Cyclic Hot CorrosionRig Test Results
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metal-ceramicinterface,additionalspallingof theceramicin the outer
layersalso is seen.(SeeFigure5-3C,forexample).Thisobservationsupports
the previouslypublishedhypothesis(Reference21) thatceramichot corrosion
failureresultsfrom alternatefreezingand thawingof corrodentswhich
depositin liquidformand infiltratetheceramic.X-raydiffractionpatterns
obtainedfromremnantceramicsurfaceson failedspecimensindicatedthe
presenceof variouscorrosionspecies(Table5-1V).As shownin Figures5-7
through5-I0,x-rayintensitymaps indicatesubstantialinfiltrationof Na,
Mg, and S in allfour candidateceramics.Surprisingly,thesystem8 coating,
whichprovidedthe bestresistanceto corrosioninducedspallation,appearsto
haveas much or more infiltratedcorrodentthantheotherthreecoatings(see
Figure5-8).
- 5.4 SELECTIONOF COATINGSFORFUTUREENGINEEVALUATION
Basedon cyclicthermalspallresultsobtainedin TasksI and II and on the
cyclicoxidationand hot corrosionresultsobtainedinTask Ill,the two
coating/processsystemslistedin Table5-Vwere selectedforfuture
evaluationin Task IV.Thesesystemswere selectedto providea goodbalance
of cyclicoxidation,hot corrosionand thermalspallperformance.While
performanceof the EB-PVDsystemwas outstandingin all testsexceptcyclic
hot corrosion,thiscoatingwas not considereda candidatefor TaskIV
evaluationbecausereproducibleprocessmethodsforapplicationto complex
geometryturbinecomponentshavenot yet beendemonstrated.
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TABLE5-1V
TASK III XRDPHASEANALYSIS
OF CYCLICHOTCORROSIONRIG TESTEDSPECIMENS(VOLUMEPERCENT)
Coating Exposure
System Time (hr) and Cubic Tetragona] Monoclinic
Number Analyzed Bar ZrO2 ZrO2 ZrO2 Other
3 316 13% 65% 7% 10%NiO, S (v/o undetermined)
8 732 -- minor trace major (Ni, Fe) Cr204
major Fe203
minor (O.4Na20 O.ICaO)2SO4
trace NiO
0
13 473 trace trace -- major NiO
major (O.4Na20 O.]CaO)2SO4
minor (Ni, Fe) Cr204
16 789 trace trace -- major (Ni, Fe) Cr204
minor NiO
trace (O.4Na20 O.lCaO)2SO4
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(A) BACKSCATTERED ELECTRON IMAGE
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(C) SODIUM X-RAY IMAGE
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(B) SULFUR X-RAY IMAGE
800X
(D) MAGNESIUM X-RAY IMAGE
Figure 5-7 Backscattered electron i~age photomicrograph (a) and x-ray image photographs
showing the distribution of sulfur, sodium, and magnesium (b-d, respectively) in
Task III coating syste~ three (6 w% Y~03-Zr02, baseline system) after 432
hours (cycles) of cyclic hot corrosion rlg testing at 954°C (1750°F) ceramic
surface temperature and 899°C (1650°F) metal substrate temperature.
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Figure 5-8 Backscattered electron image photograph (a) c.nd x-ray inage photographs shovling
the distribution of sulfur, sodium, and magnesiur.1 (b-d, respectively) in Task III
coating system eight (6 w% Y203-Zr02, one inch gun-to-specimen distance)
after 575 hours (cycles) of cyclic hot corrosion rig testing at 954°C (1750°F)
cerar.1ic surface temperature and 899°C (1650°F) r.1etal substrate temperature.
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Figure 5-9 Backscattered electron ir.1age photograph (a) and x-ray image photographs showing
the distribution of sulfur, sodium, and magnesium (b-d, respectively) in Task III
coating system 13 (6 w% Y203-Zr02, liquid tin quenched from 1975°F) after
453 hours (cycles) of cyclic hot corrosion rig testing at 954°C (1750°F) ceramic
surface temperature and 899°C (1650°F) r.1etal substrate temperature.
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Figure 5-10 Backscattered electron image photograph (a) and x-ray image photographs showing
the distribution of sulfur, sodium, and magnesium (b-d, respectively) in Task III
coating system 16 (EB-PVD 6 w% Y203-Zr02) after 444 hours (cycles) of cyclic
hot corrosion rig testing at 954°C (1750°F) ceramic surface temperature and 899°C
(1650°F) metal substrate temperature.
TABLE5-V
PLASMASPRAYCOATINGSYSTEMSSELECTEDFOR TASKIV ENGINEEVALUATION
System Ceramic
DescriptionComposition ProcessDetails
3 6w%Y203- ZrO2 CoarseSphericalPowder,149°C(300°F)
SubstrateTemperatureControl,7.6 cm (3
inches)Gun-to-SpecimenDistance
8 6w%Y203- ZrO2 CoarseSphericalPowder,149°C(300°F)
SubstrateTemperatureControl,2.5 cm (l
inch)Gun-to-SpecimenDistance
6.0 CONCLUSIONS
Based on the resultsof the initialburner rig screeningtests, it is
concludedthat partiallystabilizedzirconiacontainingsix weight percent
yttria is the best of the tested ceramiccompositions.
Based on resultsof the processoptimizationstudies,it is concludedthat
processeswhich favor the formationof strain tolerantceramicmicrostructures
can providesubstantial(more than 3X) benefitsto cyclic thermaldurability
of ceramiccoatings.The processesincludedelectronbeam - physicalvapor
deposition,optimizationof plasmapowdermorphology,high energy plasma
deposition,and ceramicresidual stresscontrol.
Resultsof cyclicoxidationtests on candidateoptimizedsystemsindicate
ceramicdurabilitycomparableto over 15,000engine flighthours. While the
coatingwas found to be susceptibleto failureas a resultof corrodent
infiltrationunder hot corrosionconditions,not enough is currentlyknown
about life predictionof ceramiccoatingperformancefrom laboratorycorrosion
data to quantitativelypredictairfoilcoatinglife from the hot corrosion
results.
Metallographicobservationof failed coatings (spallationover 50 percentof
the test zone) indicatedthat, under all test conditionsexcept cyclichot
corrosion,spallationof the coatingresultedfrom the formationof a dominant
crack paralleland adjacent to, but not coincidentwith, the metal-ceramic
interface.The formationof an MCrAIYoxide scale was clearlyvisibleat the
metal-ceramicinterface.However,the data generatedwere not sufficientto
determinethe influenceof this scale on coatingfailureor to separatethe
effectsof thermalexposure (timeat temperature)versus thermallyinduced
stresscyclingon coatinglife. In additionto crackingat the metal-ceramic
interface,spallingof the ceramicin the outer layerswas also seen in hot
corrosionexposedspecimens.
Based on the results of this program,two coatingsystemswere considered
suitablefor experimentalengineevaluation.These systemswere six weight
percentyttria stabilizedzirconia plasma sprayedwith two differentprocess
parameters.While performanceof electronbeam - physicalvapor deposited
coatingsgenerallywas outstanding,this coatingwas not considereda
candidatefor engine evaluationbecausereproducibleprocessmethodsfor
applicationto complex geometryturbinecomponentshave not yet been
demonstrated.
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APPENDIXA
UNCOOLEDBURNERIG TESTDETAILS
The uncooledburner rig test employed in Tasks I and II involvescyclicflame
heatingand forced air coolingof coatedcyclindericaltest specimens
illustratedin FigureA-l. A set of 12 specimensinstalledon a spindleready
for testing is shown in FigureA-2. Thesebars are rotated in the exhaust
gases of a jet fuel burner rig (FigureA-3) to providea uniformtemperature
for all specimens.The exhaustgases are the combustionproductsof Jet A fuel
• and air, with a velocityof Mach 0.3. Specimentemperatureis monitoredand
controlledusing an optical pyrometerand autonBticfeedbackcontroller.
Emittanceof the bars is periodicallymeasuredand correctionsare made to
maintain the desiredset point temperature.Duringrig operationthe fuel
pressure is regulatedautomaticallyto maintainthe desiredtemperature.To
providecyclic cooling,the burner is automaticallymoved away from the
specimensfor the cool-downportionof the cycle,duringwhich a compressed
air blast is applied to the specimens.Cycle durationtotalssix minutes,with
four minutes in the flame and two minutesof forcedair cooling.Testing is
interruptedapproximatelyevery 20 hours to allow for visual examinationof
the specimens.Failure is consideredto have occurredwhen spallationoccurs
over approximately50 percentof the "test"zone of the bar. The "test"zone
includesan area which is approximately2.5 cm (l inch) long at the center of
the exposedportionof the bar, having a uniformtemperatureduring testing.
This failurecriterionrecognizesthat some ceramicloss may occur without
severe degradationof the protectivenature of the ceramic. It shouldbe noted
that once initiated,spallationfailurepropagatesrelativelyrapidly,so that
the stated coatinglife is not highly sensitiveto end point definitions.
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Figure A-I Diagramof SpecimenUsed for Burner Rig Testing.Dimensionsare
expressedin centimeters.
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|Figure A-2 Specimens in FixtureReady for Burner Ri§ Testing.
Coatingcolor variationsare due to slight lossesof
stoichiometry(oxygendepletion)from the heat treat operation.
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Fi~ure A-3 Burner Rig in Operation during the Hot Portion of the Cycle.
APPENDIXB
OXIDATIONBURNER IG TEST
The cyclic oxidation exposure burner rig test utilized in Task III defined the
capabilities of improved coating systems selected from Task II under simulated
field service oxidation conditions. The test rig is similar to that previously
described in Appendix A in that it maintains full automatic control of test
temperature and cooling cycles; it also features a special rotating specimen
mounting fixture, shown in Figure B-I, with internal passages and flow valves
for individual control of internal specimen cooling air impingement tubes
inside the hollow test specimens. This fixture provides for simultaneous test
of twelve air-cooled speci_lens. The test specimen illustrated in Figure B-2
permits internal cooling and temperature monitoring during ri9 testing.
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Figure B-I Schematic Diagram of Burner Rig Test Apparatus for Cyclic
Oxidation Exposure in Task III
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Figure B-2 Oxidation/Corrosion Burner Rig Test Specimen. Dimensions are
expressed in centimeters.
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The rig is operatedwith an unrestrictedburner exhaustto the specimenarea
as shown in the schematicin Figure B-l. This unducteddesignhas been
selected since clean fuel oxidationtest conditionsdo not requirecontrolled
additionof air contaminantsas requiredfor hot corrosionevaluation.
Basic burner operationis controlledby using an infraredopticaldevice
calibratedto read the ceramiccoatingsurfacetemperatureof the specimens.
The output of the infrareddetector is fed throughautomaticdeviceswhich
vary fuel pressureand consequentlycontrolgas temperatures.In addition,
four specimensin each rotatingclusterare instrumentedwith type "S"
immersionthermocouplesinstalledto measure the metal temperaturein the
substrate1.02mm (0.040inches)below the interfacebetween the substrateand
the metalliccoatinglayer in the ceramiccoatingsystenl.The thermocouple
• signals are passed through multi-channel mercury slip rings to automatic
monitoring devices for measurement of specimen temperatures.
Prior to the initiation of testing, the cooling air flow is balanced to
equivalent values for all specimens in the cluster using flow meters and the
integral flow control valving used in the specimen fixture (Figure B-l). The
specimen metal temperature is then maintained by control of air supply
pressure during testing.
The cyclic oxidation test conditions were I148°C (2100°F) ceramic surface
temperature and 982°C (1800°F) metal temperature. These conditions were
selected to simulate typical anticipated operating conditions for a thermal
barrier coated turbine airfoil. The one hour test cycle used in this exposure
was 57 minutes flame immersion and three minutes forced air cool.
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APPENDIXC
CORROSIONBURNERRIG TEST
A cyclic hot corrosion test was also utilized in Task III to aid in defining
the capabilities of coating systems selected from Task II under simulated
field service conditions. Specific test conditions were selected to model a
mixed oxidation-hot corrosion type of exposure encountered in relatively high
temperature aircraft turbine exposure with "clean" fuels and moderate
atmospheric contaminants.
Intensive study of hot corrosion phenomena at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has
shown that the primary contaminants responsible for hot corrosion attack in
aircraft turbine engines operating on clean fuels are sea salt from near
, ground level air (in_ested during take-off) and sulfur trioxide from the
combustion gases. A comprehensive analysis of hot corrosion mechanisms has
shown conclusively that acidification of contaminant salt deposits by sulfur
trioxide is critically related to turbine hot corrosion and that meaningful
laboratory hot corrosion testing requires that the activity of S03 be
maintained at levels characteristic of turbine operation. Accordingly, the hot
corrosion test rig used in Task III provides for control of both salt
contaminant loading and for control of combustion gas composition by
effectively limiting excess dilution air.
The test rig used in the hot corrosion exposure evaluation was specifically
designed for evaluation of turbine materials in contaminated environmental
conditions. The rig is similar to that previously described in Appendix B for
oxidation test evaluation in that it maintains full automatic control of test
temperature and cooling cycles and that it features a special rotating
specimen mounting fixture with internal passages and flovi valves for
individual control of internal specimen cooling air. This fixture provides for
simultaneous test of twelve air-cooled specimens. There is also provision for
metered injection of contaminants to allow accurate simulation of aircraft
turbine environments. Temperature control of the hot corrosion test rig is
conducted in the same manner as previously discussed for oxidation test rigs.
The major modification in the hot corrosion test rig is that the cooled
specimen cluster is operated inside a burner exhaust gas duct as shown
schematically in Figure C-I. This ducted exhaust allows specific restriction
of ambient air dilution and consequently provides for optimum control of the
level of exhaust gas sulfur and air contaminants.
The hot corrosion test conditions used in Task III sin;ulate typical hot
corrosion conditions encountered in near ground aircraft engine operation.
Selection of the 899% (1650°F) metal temperature and the 954°C (1750°F)
ceramic surface temperature were based on conditions that exist where major
" salt loading from atmosphere contamination occurs. The test cycle was the same
as that used for cyclic oxidation testing, i.e., 57 minutes in the flame and
three minutes for air cooling.
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Figure C-I Schematic Diagram of Ducted Burner Rig Test Apparatus for Task
III Hot Corrosion Exposure. Test specimens are enclosed to allow
precise control of SO3 and other contaminants.
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